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EXECUTIVE V ICE PRESIDENT , NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 

No Such Thing 
It takes little journalistic sweat to 

reel off anotl1er tired litany of 
soundbites that smear lawful gun 

owners as simple-minded obstruction
ists to whatever the anti-gun proposal 
du jour happens to be. 

Why, despite their investigative 
resources , do media types rarely trou
ble themselves to evaluate firearm 
policy beyond "hey-that-sounds-good
to-me?" 

Maybe because they'd miss a chance 
to coin a new hateful NRAcial slur. like 
The New York Times' [recent] repulsive 
affront that our proud organization 
"can always be counted on to provide a 
comfort zone for the perpetrators of 
gun violence in America." 

Or maybe because they'd find that 
"gun-control" proposals always col
lapse under the gentlest burden of com
mon sense. 

For example, ballistic "fingerprinting" 
is a misleading misnomer. There's no 
such thing. 

It's a fairytale unrelated to the 
proven crime-solving tool of ballistic 
imaging, which we've always support
ed. Ballistic imaging can connect a bul
let at a crime scene with the gun that 
fired it, within limited circumstances of 
a specific investigation. 

But no firearm has a permanent "fin
gerprint" or "DNA." Ballistic abrasions 
change over time with normal use, and 

can be easily altered, rendering any 
"fingerprint" database obsolete -
which alone assumes that 80 million 
lawful gun owners line up to register 
their guns. And all criminals, too. 

Even if a criminal was dumb enough 
to steal such a "fingerprinted " gun, he'd 
be smart enough not to leave his name 
and address. 

That's why the NRA joins the 
Fraternal Order of Police in question
ing such an immense and irrational 
diversion of taxpayer dollars and police 
manpower. 

But, why isn't this obvious to think
ing journalists? 

ls their judgment suddenly im
paired by the intoxicating promise of 
every new restrictive firearm policy? 

Meanwhile they ignore real news, 
like the tragically instructive stories 
unfolding in England and Australia 
where recently disarmed citizens are 
being terrorized by violent criminals at 
rates exceeding ours. 

The NRA fiercely supports plans 
that get the bad guys without 
getting the good guys. To tell the dif
ference , just ask yourself: 

Will criminals comply? 
Will it take police off the streets to 

do paperwork? 
And when it doesn't work, whats next? 
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flall 
sex Slavery Abolitionist 

I am a regular reader of your magazine 
and I love it. The series of articles on sex 
slavery has made me decide to devote my life 
to helping to free those unjustly oppressed. I 
am a college student at Notre Dame and there 
are some "peace" activist groups here that 
oppose the war on Iraq and invariable sup
port the regime there. I am inquiring whether 

or not there are any websites, newspaper articles or manu
scripts in addition to the articles on sex slavery in SOF, that 
I might be able to show these people how brutal of a dictator 
Saddam is and also how oppression must be fought against. I 
tried the links in your November issue of the mag and I 
haven't come up with any needed Iraq info. I hope you will 
assist me in my search as I go on and look further on my own. 
Thank you very much for your help , for telling the truths that 
no one else will, and for malting such an excellent magazine. 

Sincerely, 
Patrick Nagorski 

Prostitution is punishable (and punished) by death in Iraq, so 
is hept pretty much under wraps. However, documenting human
rights abuses, outrages and atrocities by Saddam should present 
no problem at all. We suggest you get on the web and go to a 
good search engine such as Google, and punch up "human rights 
abuses Iraq," or "Iraq" with qualifiers such as "poison gas," 
"Kurds," "torture," "genocide," or "drildren" and you'll have so 
many thousand hits you'll spend long nights winnowing the 
wheat from the chaff (and there will be chaff, as in the runup to 
any predictable conflict, both sides start cranking out disinfor
mation). One particularly good (and without a political axe to 
grind) organization is the Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children, who you will also find on the web. Good luck with your 
efforts on behalf of the oppressed. 

China srory Kudos 

Finally!!! 
It was great to see something on China! 

Your story "unrestricted Warfare" is just 
,,. what I thought was going on. Also, will try to 

get their book. Could be good reading. Of 
·- course, no one read Hitler's book before 

WWII. Maybe we can learn something. Was 
wondering if you could get into it a little 

more? Like Chinese strategies, tactics, equipment, etc.? 

Diel notice that the Chinese were dealing with Clinton as 
directed in Sun Tzu in economic warfare, line by line. 
Unfortunately for us , he was too dense to realize it. I'll bet, 
Clinton still thinks that they are his good buddies. Tell Doug 
Lucas, good job! Very few seem to have picked up on China's 
games. I know that I asked about this a long time ago about 
China. But, maybe the time might be right, now. Once again, 
SOF is the only one around that has the balls to print the truth. 

Jesse Mills 
Vernon, Arizona 

Reaaion to Reaaion 

I had a bit of a chuckle, and did a lot of 
head-shal<ing at the write up on the reaction 
from people in Canada on the sniper article 
that you so generously presented in your mag
azine. Our own media rarely - if ever - dis

.., cussed Canadian field ops, especially those 
involving the death of enemy combatants. 

During the Kosovo campaign, the 
Canadian Air Force carried out many sorties over 
Yugoslavia, but were FORBIDDEN from ever showing gun 
camera film of the ops. Hell , during the Bosnian conflict, the 
PPCLI (the same unit that you discussed in your article) was 
involved in a battle with the Croatian Army in a place called 
the Medak Pocket. That was in 1992, and the DND did not 
admit it even happened until 1998, and only recently (2002) 
decided to award a decoration to the battalion of troops 
involved in the action. 

The Canadian media are almost uniformly made up of a 
bunch of whining, bleeding heart leftovers from the sixties 
that make the hippie longhairs that graced the campuses of 
Berkeley look like a bunch of hard-core republicans. That is 
changing, slowly, as the editors of our major papers are 
replaced with younger and more even-handed people. 

However, the largest culprit in this matter is often the 
DND itself. The Canadian defense department has made zero 
attempt to connect with the public, and is thus seen as being 
a nasty, secretive bunch doing horrible things to other people, 
deservedly or otherwise. The DND has not done anything to 
extol the virtues of our fine people in uniform , and to estab
lish a base of support in the community. Thus, most people 
are oblivious to what the military is or does, and the only peo
ple who send in letters to the editor in Canada are the hard
core leftists who think the army should shed its weapons in 
favor of UN berets and flags. I would underline that this is 
NOT the opinion of most Canadians. 

Canada should not be judged by the socialist blathering of 
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a few boneheads. I am Canadian, proudly so, and would do 
whatever it took to defend this country, and in my family are 
six veterans of WW2, one from Korea, and one from Vietnam. 
We have three family members that reside in a field ·in 
Belgium, having made the ultimate sacrifice for freedom in 
the First World War. 

Canada is, and will always be, ready to do its part, never 
doubt that. Piss on the critics and whiners. When push 
comes to shove, we will be there to take care of the business 
at hand, regardless of the hand-wringing of incompetent 
politicians and socialist pundits. We always have. 

Good article. Having spoken to a few of my old chums, I 
can assure you, our troops appreciated that "Attaboy." 

Best Regards, 
Chris Dougherty, P.Eng. 
Thunder Bay, Ontario 

Jefferson: freedom to Be Leff Alone 

I disagree with James Taranto in 
"Command Guidance," December 2002. 

I agree with Thomas Jefferson who said, 
basically, that "the greatest freedom is the 
freedom to be left alone." 

Bottom line simple! 

John Yashinski 
Montana 

• Defense • Tactical 

Yep, there was probably more of Thoreau and Emerson in 
Jefferson than conventional history acknowledges - it's just 
that he didn't often delineate basic freedoms, as they were held 
to be "self-evident." 

Treads Triumphant 

I thought that the feature on the Canadian 
air-mechanized vehicles was well-done, how
ever, when talking about the U.S. Army play
ing catch-up and developing their own air
mechanized section, I would like to refer you 
to the NH Army National Guard. I am a mem
ber of C company 3/172 Inf. (Mtn.), who cur
rently operate the same vehicle, only as the 

Ml973Al. This is the same 6-banger tracked vehicle as men
tioned in the article, and has been in service for a long time. 
We find it especially useful in the soft snow that frequently 
hangs up our HUMVEES. It would take minimal retrofit to 
make this awesome vehicle that we swear by, air-mobile. 

To make sure the vehicle is the same as the one in the fea
ture, I would refer to the NH Army Guard website for the 
vehicle specs: nharmyguard/units/mtninf.htm and click on 
the SUSY link under equipment. Also appreciated the Guard 
feature, it feels good knowing we count too. Just let Pres. 
Bush know we are ready, willing and able. A unit as special
ized as ours should be out there helping the cause. We espe
cially would have been useful during the Anaconda snafu. 

Continued on page 78 
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down collar, side entry pockets and patch pockets, 
leather cuff and waistband, inside pockets and a bi
swing back for freedom of movement. Available in 
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$248.50 or 5 monthly installments of $49.70. 

Call Toll Free: 
1-877-532-4531ext:153 

30 Da_y Money Free T-Shirt 
Back Guarantee with each jacket 

Free shipping 

A portion of each sale goes to help support needy children. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

Eagle Rose 
436 Ferry Street, 2nd Floor 
Newark, NJ 07105 

Toll Free: 1-877-532-4531 Ext. 153 
www.neilcooperusa.com 

Please send me _ _ Cooper Wildcat A-2 Bomber Jacket Address 
Size (XS - 5XL) , Desert Tan __ or Olive __ -----------------

Charge my credit card one payment of $79.50. Shipping is free! City/State/Zip ______________ _ 
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SOfers srop Drugs on 
Mexican Border 

Next month SOF will publish the first of a two-part arti
cle on a recent volunteer operation on the Mexican border 
where SOF Chief Foreign Correspondent Rob Krott led a 
20-man tactical team of military and law-enforcement vet
erans (mostly former SOF conventioneers) that interdicted 
drug-smugglers and confiscated several bales of marijuana. 
Ranch Rescue, a grassroots volunteer network dedicated to 
protecting and defending private property rights for all 
Americans, conducted "Operation Hawk" in 
Arizona. Ranch Rescue, with chapters in six states and 
growing nationally, was formed in 2000 by former U.S. 
Army infantry officer Jack Foote, of Abilene, Texas. Foote 
was inspired by news accounts of Cochise County rancher 
and businessman Roger Barnett who for years has 
patrolled his ranch east of Douglas, Arizona, sometimes 
detaining illegal border-crossers, narcotrafficantes, and 
criminals. Until now, Ranch Rescue operations have 
focused on helping ranchers fix fences and clean up trash, 
though they generally worked well-armed and wearing uni
forms and always on private property at the invitation of 
the landowners. This is the first time the group has mount
ed an operation that focused on surveilling and interdict
ing criminal trespassers on private property. The focus of 
Operation Hawk was to observe and document the passage 
of armed drug ·smugglers over private property. In the 
course of the mission more than 280 pounds of illegal 

On a recent trip to Bogota, SOF Publisher Robert K. Brown 
hunkers down behind a Parker-Hale sniper rifle, under tute
lage of Colombian troop. Look for a Colombian sitrep in an 
upcoming issue. 

Chief Foreign Correspondent Rob Kroft with drugs interdicted 
near the Mexican border with Arizona. 

drugs, dropped by cross-border drug-smugglers accosted 
trespassing on private property by Krott's tactical team, were 
turned over to the Santa Cruz County Sheriff's Office. Stay 
tuned for more information, or contact: Ranch Rescue, 1071 
North Judge Ely Boulevard, PMB 6460, Abilene, Texas 
79601-3853; phone: 915-888-0518 (voice mail only); on the 
web at www.ranchrescue.com; or contact them by email: vol
unteer@ranchrescue.com . 

friendly fire fiasco 

If there is any tragedy in combat worse than a friendly-fire 
casualty, it is the friendly-fire death of a brave and loyal ally, 
such as the deaths of Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry troopers Sgt. Marc Leger, Cpl. Ainsworth Dyer, Pte. 
Richard Green and Pte. Nathan Smith, which occurred in 
Afghanistan on 17 April 2002. And if there is a wrong more 
grievous than such an accidental death, it is the purposeful 
shifting of blame by those responsible, to the shoulders of 
innocent participants who, acting in good faith on the best 
information they had, were the tools for such a tragedy. Such 
appears to be the case of Majors Bill Umbach and Harry 
Schmidt, coalition pilots in the incident of 17 April - and 
even Colonel Dave Nichols , Air Expedition Group 
Commander who had the integrity and guts to defend the 
pilots and lay the blame where it should rest, and who was 
recommended for "discipline up to and including non-judi-
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cial punishment" for his honesty. 
Umbach and Schmidt have been 
recalled to active duty to face trial, and 
a serious miscarriage of justice - not 
to mention those responsible for the 
accident walking - is in the offing. 
Details of the case are available on the 
web at: www.183rdpilotsdefense
fund.com . You will note the website is 
called a defense fund: These pilots' 
potential legal costs are staggering, and 
your donation to: 183rd Pilots Defense, 
do VFW Post 10302, 2349 Stockyard 
Rd. , Springfield, IL 62702 will help. 
Punch up the websi.te ancl reacl the 
details , then donate, volunteer your 
time or otherwise do what you can to 
help defend these innocent men -
which will then clear the way for laying 
blame where it belongs. 

Rhodie Refugees 

In his psychotic and long-standing 
campaign to turn what was once one of 
the most prosperous and advanced 
nations in Africa into a Neolithic fief
dom, President Robert Mugabe now 
appears to be embarking on a campaign 
of forced emigration of displaced farm 
workers and their families . Inter
national humanitarian aid agencies 
report that the workers are being 
forcibly relocated to areas near 
Zimbabwe's borders, and from there 
"encouraged" to leave into neighboring 
states, with only what they can carry on 
their backs. In one particular, aid agen
cies document the forced relocation of 
5,000 to Gaierezi in the Zambezi valley, 
where they were dumped with no 
seeds, no tools, no way to make a liv
ing. Uncounted thousands of workers 
have been displaced as predominantly 
white-owned farms are seized and 
either passed to Mugabe cronies who 
cannot farm , or stripped. 

For ongoing updates on an ongoing 
atrocity, go to www.zmnews on the web. 

A wonhy Monument 

longtime SOF staffer Bob 
MacKenzie died almost seven years 
ago, but his memory lives on. Killed by 
rebel guerrillas in Sierra Leone in 1995 
(see cover story "Death of A Warrior" 
July 1995), MacKenzie had traveled for 
SOF for nearly 10 years, visiting war 
zones, training troops, and generally 
carrying on the good fight. Having 
spent a decade in the Rhodesian Special 
Air Service, he was an expert on Africa 

and African conflicts. His wife, Sibyl 
MacKenzie, often went with him. Since 
his death , she has written three novels 
drawing on her adventures with Bob, 
publishing under the name M. Wilson 
McReady. They are available at real
warstories.com, an internet website 
offering selective military fiction and 
non-fiction, both as e-books and in 
paper versions. The first book, Missi.011 
Mozambique , is set in Mozambique, 
where the MacKenzies trudged 350 
miles to visit with the guerrilla fighters 
and rescue a hostage. The second vol
ume, The River of Death, takes place in 
Bosnia, where both MacKenzies joined 
the Bosnian-Croatian Army in the win
ter of 1994. The third book in the series 
takes place in Sierra Leone, and will be 
published next year. Although fiction, 
these works have the authenticity and 
flavor that can only be written by an 
author who has been there, done that. 
Highly recommended. 

Chechen Terrorists To 
Be Buried In Pigskin 

According to the Russian newspaper 
Moslwvski Komsomol, Russian security 
forces have decided to bury the terror
ists from the recent hostage siege at a 
Moscow theater, wrapped in pig's skin. 
The aim is to deter potential lsla1nic 
terrorists from future attacks. 

The theory is , since Shahicli (Jihad 
martyrs) believe that through their ter
rorist acts they ascend immediately to 
heaven, then wrapping their corpses in 
"unclean" pigskin prevents them from 
entering heaven for eternity. 

Special feringhil 

According to Pentagon spokesman 
Lt. Col. Rivers Johnson, Army Special 
Operations Command is developing a 
legislative proposal similar to the 
Lodge Act of the 1950s, which was 
designed to raise a force of Warsaw
Pact expats and refugees at a time when 
it seemed likely that the Soviets would 
invade Western Europe, but this time 
around it would emphasize the Middle 
East or Central Asia, where American 
operatives look out of place. Details of 
the proposal are being worked out at 
the Kennedy Special Warfare School at 
Ft. Bragg, N.C. 

Faced with a crucial shortage of 
native Arabic speakers, Army Special 
Forces are already stretched thin 
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around the globe. No indication has yet 
been given as to the numbers involved, 
or whether other members of the 
SpecOps community would also partic
ipate in such a program. 

al-Qaeda Recruitment 
Videos 

Portions of what are believed to be 
secret al-Qaeda training tapes show a 
rare glimpse of life inside the terrorist 
organization. The source was allegedly 
sent the tapes by the controversial 
Islamic cleric Abu Hamza of the 
Finsbury Park Mosque. Video on these 
tapes indicates links between Abu 
Hamza and his Finsbury Park Mosque 
to al-Qaeda, as well as Kashmiri, 
Chechen and Palestinian terrorists and 
the individuals behind the 1993 World 
Trade Center bombing. The tapes also 
feature discussion about the bombing 
of the American Embassy in Africa and 
how al-Qaeda was responsible, and Abu 
Hamza suggests the reasons for the 
assault. His knowledge is detailed 
enough that he appears to have obvious 
links to the attackers. In another of the 
videos there is a defense of Islam and a 
tirade against Christians and Jews. The 
speaker says there is a "crusade" 
against Islam by the Jews and that 
Israel wants to destroy Islam and dom
inate the world. View at www.intell
net. org/resou rces/a bu hamza vids/
index.html . 

Whal 'R' You Smokin'l # 1 

From the "Conspiranoia!" site comes 
a story bylined by Gordon Thomas that 
fills us in on the fact that "Israel's crack
shot snipers are to be equipped with 
'invisible' nickel-tipped bullets [sic]" 
According to the story, they "have no 
give-away muzzle flash when fired -
and there is no recoil. The bullets are 
designed to be used in rifles CIA armour
ers have developed. They have twice the 
range of ordinary sniper weapons and a 
killing accuracy of a mile." 

Shazzam! 
The story goes on to recant how the 

weapons were originally designed to be 
used by Special Forces in Afghanistan, 
but just before a recent visit to Israel by 
George Tenet, some 50 of the "state-of
the-art" weapons and 10,000 rounds of 
"invisible" [sic] bullets were secretly 
flown to Israel aboard an El Al freighter 
to Tel Aviv. 

Whal 'R' You smokin'l #2 

From the radical Islamic website 
www.almuhajiroun.com comes the hot 
news that: 

" . . . three Afghan nationals are 
now receiving medical treatment at a 
local hospital in Kabul after being tor
tured in [Camp X-Ray] Cuba. One of 
the three released Afghans was Haji 
Faiz Muhammad, aged 105 years old, 
a resident of Uruzgan Province. 
Despite being over a Century-old, 
U.S. forces did not hesitate nor show 
any compassion when they arrested 
him after being wrongly informed by 
their Northern Alliance allies that he 
was a senior Taliban Commander. 
Now after months of imprisoning this 
105-year-old man in shackles, leaving 
him exposed to the burning Cuban 
sun vulnerable to a whole spectrum of 
life-threatening diseases , they have 
finally released this elderly man 
admitting that he had nothing to do 
with the Taliban. In the relative safety 
of Kabul, Haji Faiz Muhammad stated 
that the U.S. troops performed 
countless barbaric torture techniques 
both before and after shifting him to 
Cuba in attempt to get him to divulge 
information .... " 

Yep, you read it here first. 

Michael Bellesiles, author of the 
highly criticized Arming America was 
once the darling of gun-ban extremists 
for writing a book that "proved" gun 
ownership was a rare thing in 
America prior to the 1840s - he even 
was awarded the semi-lofty Bancroft 
Prize for his "historical" research. As 
oft happens when a "researcher" con
fuses "historical" with "creative," 
Bellesiles may be choking on his ill
gained laurels. Once a tenured profes
sor at Emory University, the interim 
dean at Emory has accepted Bellesiles' 
resignation effective 31 December 
2002: And a 40-page indictment of 
Bellesiles fraudulent work written by 
fellow scholars noted they were "seri
ously troubled by Professor Bellesiles' 
scholarly conduct," as "the failure to 
clearly identify his sources moves into 
the realm of falsification. " Well, fel
lows, don't be too hard on him. How 
do you expect a "scholarly researcher" 
to identify sources he made up? ~ 
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Batlle Blalles 
Cold Steels Laredo Bowie 

A New Classic 
Wien we heard that Cold Steel was bringing to market 

a new Bowie lmife to replace the Trailmaster, we 
immediately contacted Lynn Thompson to see if the 

rumor was true. We were informed that it was not. The 
Trailmaster would not be replaced, we were told, but Cold 
Steel was indeed bringing a bigger, more traditionally styled, 
Bowie to market. That was more than a year ago, and at that 
time, SOF was promised one of the very first production 
models for testing. Well, the Laredo is here, and it was worth 
the wait. This is a superb Bowie lmife, and SOF is the first to 
bring you an in-depth look at a lmife that is long overdue in 
the marketplace. 

My affection for Bowie lmives is well-known. It comes 
from the fact that of all the knives of the world , none does so 
many things so well as does the Bowie. It is a marvelous 
broad-spectrum cutting tool, and when called into service as 
an edged weapon, in the hands of a skilled and knowledgeable 
practitioner, it is without peer. No other lmife will touch it. 

There are those who doubt this today. I will offer a quote 
from a decision by the Texas Supreme Court in 1859 for their 
consideration. It was written by judge Oran M. Roberts, in 
the matter of john Cockburn vs . STATE (Texas). Judge 
Roberts was a distinguished and respected jurist of his day, 
and lived in the time frame when a Bowie knife was part of 
everyday life. It is worth noting that judge Roberts was writ
ing from the perspective of personal experience, as he is 
!mown to have killed three men by his own hand with a 
Bowie knife. 

judge Roberts writes, "The right to carry a Bowie Knife for 
lawful defense is secured, and must be admitted. It is an 
exceeding destructive weapon. It is difficult to defend against 
it, by any degree of bravery, or any amount of skill. The gun or 
pistol may miss its aim, and when discharged, its dangerous 
character is lost, or diminished at least. The sword may be par
ried. With these weapons men fight for the sake of combat, to 

Cold Steel's Laredo has looks to burn - and this classic Bowie 
with traditional coffin handle and a 10-1/2" Carbon V steel blade 
offers performance to match its looks. 
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Author demonstrates proper Bowie fighting 
stance with the Laredo. Note the traditional
carry of the sheath: The sheath design 
allows both concealed- and outside-carry. 

satisfy the laws of honor, not necessarily 
with the intention to kill , or with a cer
tainty of killing, when the intention 
exists. The Bowie knife differs from 
these in its device and design; it is the 
instrument of almost certain death." 

When men go into harm's way and 
are forced to fight to defend their own 
lives or the lives of their loved ones, 
they will not knowingly select a sec-

ond-rate weapon, given a choice. This 
is why prudent men, faced with the 
prospect of edged-weapons combat, 
carry a Bowie knife. 

Does It All ... 
This might be a good place to point 

out that the Laredo is not a special-pur
pose-designed fighting Bowie knife 
with a narrow focus . The Ontario Hell's 
Belle falls into that category. Rather, the 
Cold Steel Laredo is simply a Bowie 
knife, period. And that is a Very Good 
Thing. A Bowie knife such as the 
Laredo does more things well than does 
any other edged implement. It will stab 
with the efficiency of a dagger, and 
make a larger wound channel in the 
process. It will slice nearly as well as a 
straight razor. It will hack and chop and 
make heavy cuts as well as a cleaver. It 
has a backcut capability possessed by 
no other knife. A good Bowie, in short, 
is the most complete cutlery package 
available in a single implement. 

How does the Laredo stack up 
against the competition, say the 
Ontario Hells Belle? Very well, indeed. 
While the Ontario Hell's Belle is a supe
rior fighting implement, the Laredo 
does many things better than does the 
Hell's Belle. This is no real surprise, as 
the Hell's Belle is a focused fighting 
Bowie, and was designed as such. It is 
lighter, quicker, has a half-inch reach 
advantage over the Laredo, and has a 
functional fighting guard that is not 
present on the Laredo. If everything 
else is equal, the Hell's Belle will win 
the knife fight. But that's about it. 

The Laredo is one of those rare 
knives that feels good and fits nearly 
everyone that picks it up. It sports a 10-
1/2-inch blade that is a hefty and proper 
5/16 of an inch thick, and is equipped 

Author cleaved 10" of 2x6 pine across the grain with the Laredo, demonstrating the great 
power of a proper Bowie knife. The Laredo handled this task with ease. 
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with a functional 
sharpened clip point. 
Cold Steel's proven 
and excellent Carbon 
V steel provides the 
cutting performance 
and strength that will 
meet the demands of 
any occasion, be it 
camping or combat. 
The balance and weight of the Laredo are spot on, and this, 
along with the 10-1/2-inch blade length, give the Laredo a 
very real advantage over the Hell's Belle in the ability to make 
heavy cuts. The Laredo is a more effective knife in a wilder
ness or survival environment, plain and simple. 

The Laredo also has looks to burn. At nearly 15-1/2-inch
es in length from tip to butt, with brass guard and collar and 
a rosewood-colored coffin handle, the Laredo is an eye full. 
It comes with a proper oiled leather sheath that has a brass 
frog and is reinforced with brass rivets. The sheath is well
made, and allows for concealed-inside-the-waistband carry, 
as well as the conventional outside carry through the belt. 
This sheath is not only versatile and highly functional, it is 
also period correct for those such as re-enactors or SASS par
ticipants who want to add a Bowie knife to their equipment. 
The Laredo is correct for the historical time frame of 1840 to 
1880, and there are numerous references to the fact that the 
cowboy considered the Bowie knife to be an indispensable 
part of his gear. James H. Cook gives prominent mention to 
the use of the Bowie knife by cowboys in the 1870-1880 peri
od in his autobiography Fifty Years on the Old Frontier, for 
those wanting to research this themselves. 

... And Does It Well 
Functionally, the 

Laredo is nearly per
fect. The coffin handle 
delivers both good 
looks and an ergo
nomically correct, 
secure grip. The edges 
of the handle, collar, 

and guard are carefully contoured so that there is no pinching 
or discomfort passed on to the users hand during hard use. The 
flat-ground blade cuts well and sharpens easily. If the test 
Laredo has a single flaw, it is that the guard-to-blade fit has a 
slight gap that I have not seen in other fixed-blade models from 
Cold Steel. At that, the fit of the guard to the blade on the 
Laredo is superior to that on the vast majority of original 
Sheffield Bowies I have examined over the years. Balance of the 
knife is nearly perfect for a broad-spectrum-application Bowie 
knife, balance in this sense meaning the distribution of the 
weight so that it works for, rather than against, you. 

But there is another kind of balance, and that is balanced 
performance. This is where the Laredo really stands out. 
This knife delivers balanced, across-the-board performance. 
It has no real weaknesses, and does everything that a knife 
should do, extremely well. It is a classic Bowie knife in every 
sense of the word. Once again, Lynn Thompson and Cold 
Steel have raised the ante in the cutlery game. 

The Laredo is available from Cold Steel Knives , Dept. 
SOF, 3036-A Seaborg Ave., Ventura, CA 93003; phone: 
800-255-4716; fax: 805-642-9727; on the web at 
www.coldsteel.com . ~ 
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Soldier Of Fortune Bids Farewell 
To A Warrior, Scholar And Friend 

COL. ALEXANDER 
M. S. McCOLL 

USAR (REr.) 
BY TOM REISINGER, ASSISTANT EDITOR 

"A lex was bom one or more generations too late. He could 
well have been a warrior monk in the 13th century cutting down 
its "legions of evil" and "forces of darkness" with his trusty 
broadsword. Or, he would have been in his element as an officer 
in the Bengel Lancers, where integrity and loyalty would have 
met his high personal standards." 

Lt. Col. Robert K. Brown, USAR (Ret.) 
Editor and Publisher 

Soldier Of Fortune Magazine 

On 23 October 2002, while driving his jeep Cherokee 
from Colorado to his longtime home in Kalamazoo , 
Michigan, Alex died near Kearney, 
Nebraska, in a one-vehicle accident; its 
cause likely a freak early winter snow
storm, which resulted in obscured visi
bility, or a lethal stretch of black ice. 

Editor/Publisher Bob Brown received 
the shocking word the following after
noon and immediately called in his staff. 

Even now at press time - several 
weeks later - it's hard to fathom that 
our longtime friend has departed to, as 
he would put it, "to that great Holy 
City," and that we would no longer enjoy 
his presence here at the SOF offices, his 
limericks and good humor always a 
relief even amidst the sometimes chaotic 
crunch of editorial deadlines. 

Lastjune, Alex's brother, Archibald, a 
retired JAG officer, passed away from a 
long illness and following this Alex's 
demeanor became more serious, and 

more reflective, I believe, to what lay ahead for him - and 
for all of us. 

Meeting Up 
It was the fall of 1974 when I first met Alex McColl - in 

La Ceiba, Honduras, of all places - during a hurried-up 
MEDCAP cobbled together by Bob Brown, Gerry Patrick 
Hemming, Dr. john Peters and others. Hurricane Fifi had 
bashed-in a sizable portion of Honduras' coast and inland jun
gle, cutting-off tiny villages from outside medical assistance. 

Thanks to Alex's pull, if you will , with Upjohn 
Pharmaceuticals, its headquarters then located in Kalamazoo, 
a hasty, yet extensive, shipment of medicines were assembled 

and transported (with Alex putting up 
much of the money) to Miami from 
where we launched our operation. 

Over the many years that he was 
Director of Special Projects for Soldier 
Of Fortune Magazine and President of 
Refugee Relief International, Inc. , Alex 
gave unselfishly of his time and person
al resources to get various projects mov
ing, whether these involved sending mil
itary trainers and medical teams to El 
Salvador (completely legal), and else
where in Central America, or POW 
search teams to Thailand and Laos in 
the early '80s, or training personel to 
Croatia in the '90s. 

After entering Harvard, at age 14, 
he eventually graduated from Harvard 
Law School, and then embarked on 

Alex McColl, in his SOF office. 
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McColl in the weeds firing his .44 Magnum. 

nine active-duty years in the U.S. Army, 30 months of 
which were spent in South Vietnam. 

A Friend To The End 
Over the years, Alex (despite back and knee problems 

and being well into his 60s) persisted in participating in pri
vately-sponsored parachute tours with jumps in Thailand, 
Israel, Jordan, Cambodia, Guatemala and El Salvador, suf
fering a near-total backside hematoma in the latter after his 
steerable chute failed to maneuver and he, as they say, 

"crashed and burned." 
Always a man of good cheer and generosity, 

several SOF staffers were bailed from serious 
personal financial jams as a check from Alex 
would suddenly appear on one's desk. 

He was a multi-faceted individual who 
enjoyed the occasional cocktail or glass of fine 
wine, a semi-bawdy story or two and the com
pany of attractive and very bright female com
panions, but who was always up early for 
Sunday church services with his home congre
gation in Longmont, Colorado. 

Staffer Steve Schreiner recalls that "Alex 
had the lifestyle and moral values of a Victorian 
warrior priest." 

Hugo Hartenstein, a longtime friend of both 
Alex and SOF concurs. "Alex was a man of clear 
convictions steeped in strong religious and eth
ical beliefs. He was an anomaly in a world of 
expedient solutions and amoral attitudes. He 
gave freely to those causes he cherished and 
was a loyal and giving friend, and was clearly 

'one of the good guys.' He will be sorely missed." 
His serious conversation and jovial banter shall be missed 

around our office, but we lmow he's in his anticipated, and 
longed-for, Better Place, and is more than likely happily 
assisting God in keeping His ledgers straight. 

Don McLean, our Senior Editor, I think sums up our col
lective feelings about Alex McColl. "He typified that old 
image of a gentleman and a scholar. He was indeed both." 

Alex, our departed amigo, the Soldier Of Fortune staff -
past and present - salutes you. (continues on page 24) 
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(Obituary excerpted from the 
Kalamazoo Gazette:) 

Colonel A lexander McCalmont Stone 
McColl, VSAR (Ret.) was born 2]une 1934 
in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and died 23 
October 2002, near Kearney, Nebraska. 

He received a B.A. from Harvard 
University in 1952. He enlisted in the U.S. 
Army in 1953, was commissioned in 1955, 
and served as a special agent in the 
Counter-Intelligence Corps, stationed in 
France. He returned to Harvard in 1957 
and entered Harvard Law School, where he 
earned his LL.B. degree in 1960. He prac
ticed law in Michigan and Washington 
state until 1963 when he returned to active 
duty with the U.S. Army, remaining until 
1970. This active-duty period included 30 
months in South Vietnam. From August 
1964 to August 1965, on his initial tow~ 
McColl was a Special Security Officer in 
the ]-2 (Intelligence) Section Headquarters , 
MACY, and later in Studies and 
Observation Group (MACSOG) . ... During 
his second tour, from April 1967 to 

Amman, Jordan, 3 June 1996. Alex 
chuted-up at RJAF Base for "Wings of 
Peace II" Jump - Israelis and 
Jordanians together. 

which was to be read or published in the 
event of his passing: 

"We are soldiers, we take risks. 
When/If one of the risks comes home to 
roost, that comes with the territory. 

lt is better to go out, even suddenly, 
when one is still of an age and physical 
state to get around and enjoy things , than 
to become a general burden and die by 
inches of cancer or heart disease. 

To the eye of Faith, death is merely 
the transition from this darkening veil of 
tears to the Holy City. One bids farewell 
to the corruptible and imperfect body of 
this present lilfe without regret. 

Whatever else, do not pay ransom or 
spend large sums of money to recover a 
dead body. let the dead meat rot where it 
falls. The worthwhile part will have gone 
forward to a much Better Place. 

Do not pay ransom to terrorists or 
other scum. The worst they can do is 
send me to a Better Place, and the money 
is better spent for other things. 

November 1968, he served as District Senior Advisor in Dong 
Xuan District, Phu Yen Province . . .. Military awards included 
the CIB and two Bronze Stars . ... After leaving the active Anny, 
he remained in the U.S. Army Special Forces Reserves until he 
retired as a full Colonel. 

My humblest thanks and apologies to all for putting up 
with me and bearing with my peculiarities. And be of good 
cheer. He is risen, we are saved, and the Victory is ours." 

Col. Alexander M. 5. McColl, USAR (Ret.) 
Boulder, Colorado 
26 June 1985 ~ Nearly ·two decades ago, Alex authored the following 
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Force him to make the first move ... dance him around like a girl ... 
and TAKE HIM OUT like a rag doll! 

Why Are Bigger, Stronger, Taller And Meaner 
Multiple-Black Belt Bad Asses Absolutely Terrified 

Of Challenging This Mild, Middle-Aged (And Undefeated) 
No-Rules Cage Fighter From Arizona? 

It's because his amazing new "simple and vicious" streetflghtlng system - perfected In 
Illegal (felony) no-rules "pit" fights - allows you to Instantly dominate and humiliate even 
experienced black-belt opponents ... no matter how over-matched you are In size, strength 

or sklll. The fight Is over before he can blink. 
Best part: You can learn It a/most ovemlght, even If you're out-of-shape 

and have no previous fighting skllls at all ... guaranteed! 

(Dateline: Visalia, Ca) My office has been 
"action central" in the streetfighting world 
for over 10 years now. I rub elbows with 
domestic and foreign special forces 
(SEALS, DELTA, Russian Spetznaz), 
federal agents (CIA, FBI), big-city SW AT 
cops, and "black bag" operatives from or
ganizations most civilians will never, ever 
know about. Any of these guys can tell 
you how to fight. 

But. .. if you want to learn how to fight 
ve1y quickly ... with an astonishing "short 
set" of viciously-simple secrets that will al
low you to step up to any fighter, of any 
size and skill level, and instantly introduce 
him to a new world of pain and fear ... then 
you MUST hear me out. 

What' s more ... if you choose ... I will 
pay for your entire lesson, out of my own 
pocket What I'm about to show you will 
change your life ... and the way you walk 
the earth, forever. 

Here's the story: The closest you will 
ever get to a real streetlight or combat situ
ation is in the illegal no-rules "cage" and 
"pit" fights staged in underground arenas 
around the world. The only real differ
ence is ... in the street or battlefield, you 
can run away. In the cage .. . 

There's No Place 
To Run! 

Cage tights are bloody messes, and the 
losers often end up permanently crippled. 
In the cage, all the bullshit ends. You either 
win .. . or you lose. Pe1iod. 

That's why I was so immediately inter
ested when I heard about Tom Proctor. 
Out of nowhere, this w1assuming guy is 
suddenly known as the fighter no black 
belt will fight anymore. He can't get guys 
to meet him in the cage. He is undefeated 
(17-0) in both legal cage fights (with the 

International Sport Combat Fed
eration), and illegal "pit" fights (put 
on by private money). In the heavy
weight division. 

But here's the kicker: Tom is 45 
years old, and about twenty pounds 
shy of actually being a heavyweight! 
By no means would you call Torn 
"big". Eve1y opponent he faced in 
the cage outweighed him from 40 to 
120 pounds or more (of solid muscle, 
mind you) ... was taller by up to 8 
inches ... and all of them were young 
studs in their twenties. They were 
bigger (by far) , younger and in their 
prime, and more experienced in no
rules fighting. 

And here comes Tom into the cage -
shotter, old as dirt, looking almost frail 
next to the heavyweight monsters he was 
to fight, showing none of the prowess 
these "real" fighters expected. They 
licked their chops ... 

And The Cage Door 
Slammed Shut! 

Results: Tom put them all down. Fast. 

That 284-pound Texan, six foot eight, 
undefeated in 8 cage fights ... begging for 
mercy afterjust 37 seconds. 

That 268-pound Mexican strongman, 
six-two, the favorite by I 00-to-l . .. barely 
lasted a minute and a half before going out 
cold. 

That 22-0 Shoot-fighter from Canada . . . 
knocked out in under a minute. And on, 
and on- the Ju-Jitsu wrestler, the Okinawa
style kickboxer, the Muay Thai expe1ts, the 
streetfighters, the ex-Spec Op soldiers, the 
nastiest and biggest and most vicious head
hunters on the planet. . . they all went down 
in record times. Eve1y single one of them. 

Tom Proctor may be 20-years older and 40-
pounds lighter than any opponent he faces in the 
pit, but he is an undisputed and undefeated no
ru/es "cage" fighting champion. How is this pos
sible? Tom finally steps forward and reveals his 
simple fighting secrets - and they're easier to 

team than you can imagine! 

Even the professional bouncer from 
the Baltimore strip club (6'8", 290 lbs.) 
- a bad mo-fo so huge the ambulance 
guys couldn 't get the straps around his 
chest on the stretcher when they hauled 
him off. 

And you know what Tom Proctor won 
for all his hard work? Not a single penny. 

He never did it for the money. 

He did it just to prove a simple point. 
He just wanted to let the world know there 
really is a simple fighting system for av
erage guys ... 

And NO ONE 
Can Beat It! 

And Tom didn't stop with his own vic
tories. He took a group of guys off the 
street, most with ZERO fighting experi
ence, NO skills at all, and NO "killer in-



stinct". These yo-yo's were out-of-shape, 
not muscular, not coordinated, not gifted, 
not anything. In fact, a couple of them 
were young women! 

Didn't matter to Tom. In the shortest 
time humanly possible, he used his teach
ing secrets to "force-feed" his simple, ba
sic fighting skills into this motley group . .. 
and then sent them out to the cages for the 
first fights of their lives! 

Result, as of Tuesday: A total of 68 
no-rules cage bouts by 15 of his fighters . 
Record: 64 wins by knockout or sub
mission, 4 loses to decision. (Not a one 
of his guys has ever been knocked out or 
even hurt- the "decision" losses were ac
tually "draws".) 

In just an amazing short time, Tom took 
"lambs" and turned them into fearless 
warriors. 

So what does all this have to do with 
you? Everything. 

If Tom Proctor can take average Joes 
and turn them into vicious fighters who 
stare down and knock out meaner, heavier 
and more experienced opponents in no
rules cage fights (where there's nowhere 
to run) .. . just think what his techniques 
can do for a guy like you! 

Tom's been aching for a chance to show 
guys like you what he can do for you. It's 

" ... there really is a simple 
fighting system 

for average guys ..• And NO 
ONE Can Beat It!" 

his mission - to completely erase ALL the 
advantages that big, muscular, intensely
trained assholes have against normal guys. 
His single-minded goal is to make every 
bully, rapist, robber and thrill-seeking 
punk think twice before jumping a guy (or 
a woman) they "think" they can easily 
take. 

He wants every bad-ass bad guy to see 
the inside of a hospital if they get out of 
line. 

It's a program I'm behind 100%. I've 
sponsored a lot of other fighting systems, 
but I've NEVER seen anything like Tom's 
"forgotten" streetfighting methods. Nei
ther have you - in fact, no one has, out
side the small group Tom has chosen to 
teach. The system he's perfected has roots 
in the mysterious ancient art of Tao Chi 
Do ... but even the ancient masters never 
had to face attackers twice their size in a 
cage with no place to hide. 

Right now is when you ... 

II 
Listen To What Men Who Know Are Saying About 

Tom Proctor's Rghtlng Secrets! 
"This stuff really works! I defended myself against 3 bikers and got 

one guy with a Rhino move.. . I think I broke his nose and some other 
stuff. .. The other two backed off! " --Rodney Ratt, Sask Canada 

"Tom Proctor is without a doubt the best all around fighter that I 
have ever seen in my 26 years of studying the.fighting arts. '' 
-- Brad Elb11icht, Ft. Wayne, IN. 

"Thanks Tomi After learning your cage fighting secrets, my 
confidence has gone through the roof, I no longer walk the streets in fear 
anymore!" --Allen Wiedlen, Tulare, CA 

"If you had one hour to prepare for thefight of your life, Tom 
Proctor would be the first call that you make. " 
--Jim Hallford, Venice Beach, CA 

Finally Learn To Fight 
For REALI 

The key to Tom's fighting art is its sim
plicity. There is no intense training, no 
long months of practice required. The few i . 

skills you learn (quickly) easily adapt to 

turning him into a nice soft p unching 
bag for you, no matter how big and 
pissed-off he was to start.) 

• How to tap the astonishing " hidden 
strength" inside you that will imme
diately fill you with the stee~7,eyed 
confidence and energy of a t rue 
warrior! (Works so fast and so ef
fectively, it's like magic. Tom him
self has used this "super-human 
power" to take a bullet, finish the 
fight... and still leave the hospital 
before the other guy was out of Inten
sive Carel) 

any situation, against any kind of fighter. 

This is the ONLY set of fighting skills 
you'll ever need to win in hand-to-hand 
combat with another man. This is life
changing stuff. This will turn dangerous 
situations into playtime for you. 

That's why it was so important for me 
to rush Tom into the studio, and get his 
"learn it FAST" single fighting lesson on 
videotape. I consider this video the most 
important fighting lesson I've ever wit
nessed ... and I'm betting my own money 
that you 'II agree. 

In just one short lesson, Tom will show 
you: 

•How to immediately pump 400% more 
raw power into every blow you de
liver! (Tom has taught 78-year old 
women to knock out grown men with 
a single strike - and they've done it, 
while being attacked in their homes at 
night!) 

• How to create a protective shield that 
will NOT ALLOW any fighter to 
come close to striking you at any time! 
(The Muay Thai kickboxers who 
faced Tom call it "voodoo" defense 
because they are so amazed they can 't 
penetrate it . .. but it's really just a 
simple secret - easily mastered once 
you know what to do - of redirect
ing incoming energy.) 

• How to quickly make a strong op
ponent weak! (You'll see his "will 
to fight" rush out of him like a punc
tured balloon, while he just exhausts 
himself with frustration and rage ... 

• And .. . how to quickly open up a 
skilled attacker, knock him down 
andfinish him off in seconds! (All 

. the options are yours.. . and he goes 
down when you decide to take him 
down!) 

What's more ... what you learn from 
Tom will "fuse" together seamlessly with 
any fighting skills you already have! (Un
like all other martial arts, where you must 
forget everything you know to learn new 
styles.) 

But look- I don't care what your cur
rent skill level is ... or what kind of shape 
you 're in. Rookie or experienced fighter ... 
this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to 
learn a few simple skills that will allow 
you to take on any fighter, anywhere, 
under any circumstances. 

And I don' t care how confident you are 
with your current skills . .. once you know 
these secrets, you'll finally have the kind 
of fearless nerve that quiets a room when 
you walk in. People can smell this kind of 
confidence on you . .. and they give you a 
wide berth. 

It's like being your own 300-pound 
bodyguard. 

So here's the deal: Just call my office 



at 1-800-899-8153, Dept. CF-47 and tell 
whoever answers you want "The Lost Art 
Fighting Video". You can use your credit 
card ... or, if you prefer to pay by check or 
money order, just fill out the "Priority 
Order Form" and mail it to TRS. Either 
way, your video package will be rush
shipped to you by return mail. 

The price for this amazing fighting video 
is just $69 ... but you don 't risk a penny. 
It comes with an unconditional 3-month 
Money Back Guarantee of Satisfaction 
- if you aren't 100% convinced this video 
wilJ quickly give you the fighting skills you 
want. .. for any reason or for no reason at 
all ... simply send the video back (in any 
condition), and you will receive an imme
diate and prompt refund . .. no questions 
asked. That means - if you so choose -
you' ll have seen all the secrets Tom has to 
offer. .. absolutely for free. And that 
comes out of my own pocket. 

Why am I doing this? It' s a serious 
financial risk for me ... and ifI wasn't ut
terly confident in what we have here, I 
could easily go bankrupt overnight. 

But I'm not concerned at all. You know 
why? Because, like I said, I've seen it all. .. 
eve1y fighter of any worth in the world has 
been in touch with my office, and I've 
backed dozens of fighters who could tear 
the head off Godzilla. 

Yet ... I've NEVER seen anything 
like this. I love having a "voodoo 
shield" (as the Muay Thai kickboxers 
called it) that protects me from being hit 
even by a trained boxer or black belt ... 
and I especially love knowing the secrets 
of instantly demolishing bigger oppo
nents, no matter how 0vermatched I am 
"on paper". 

I'm betting - with my own money- that 
you' re going to be so amazed at what you 
learn . . . that sending the video back will 
be the last thing on your mind. Anyone 
who is serious about learning to fight . . . 
really fight, and win every time .. . will un
derstand why Tom's new "forgotten" sys
tem is causing such excitement. 

But you must call today! My partners 
have put an absolute time limit on how long 
I can keep this offer on the table. 

So, in just 11 days, this incredible op
pottunity goes away! I simply cannot fi
nancially expose my company any longer 
than that. But it's plenty of time for any
one who's serious about fighting, like you. 

Call. You risk nothing ... because if 
you' re not completely convinced, I will 
pay for your lesson. You won't find a 

better deal anywhere in the fighting world. 

&~ 
President, TRS Direct 

P.S. One more thing - I almost forgot! 
I will also rush you a Free Special Re
port by Tom Proctor called "Advance 
Warning!" In this free report, you'll dis
cover eve1ythingTom learned about "read
ing" an opponent in a glance - so you' II 
know before he makes a move if he's a 
boxer. . . a grappler. .. a kickboxer. . . or a 
karate fighter. This kind of"early warn
ing system" gives you a HUGE advan
tage in a toe-to-toe no-mies fight, because 
you' ll know exactly how he's going to 
come at you, while he won't have a clue 

what you 're going to do! 

Professional fighters have privately paid 
Tom hundreds of dollars for this infonna
tion ... and we were going to package it 
separately and sell it for $99 all by itself. . . 
but I changed my mind. I want you to have 
the entire arsenal of fighting skills Tom 
offers, right away. So I'm including this 
Special Report, absolutely free, when you 
order his video. And it's yours to KEEP, 
too, even if you later ecide to return the 
video for a refund. Consider it my gift to 
you, just for trusting me on this amazing 
new fighting system. 

P.P.S. Remember, you only have 11 days 
to call! Do it now, while this letter is still 
hot in your hands. If you' re serious about 
learning to fight to win, you 're going to love 
Tom's fast-learn system! 

roctor' s Personal 
UAR TEE 

guy of all action and little talk ... 
an , as an undefeated NHB fighter, kick 
boxer, and Muay Thai fighter who regularly 
defeats opponents at least 20 years younger 
and 40 pounds heavier than myselD, when I 
finally do talk about the secrets of self-de
fense - people listen. 

I am so confident that you will find this two
video package the most simple, easy-to-learn 
and highly effective material you've ever seen 
that I'm making it totally risk free to you! If 
you're not 100% satisfied (for any reason), just 
send the tapes back to TRS (in any condition) and 
I'll personally make sure you're rushed every penny of 
your purchase price. You've got my word on that!" 
•• Tom Proctor r----------------

r._,~-.., Priority Order Form! 
P ~ For fastest service use your credit card 

and Call Toll-FREE 
I ' 1-800-899-8153 (Dept CF-51) 
0 YES! I want to learn the simple skills Tom knows that will allow me to demol
ish bigger and better-trained fighters . . . instantly! And I have 3 months to decide if 
putting my money down was worth it. .. and if I don't agree, for any reason, I can 
simply send the video back for a complete refund - which means you' ll have paid 
for my lesson in this amazing "forgotten" fighting art! That's a great, no-risk deal. 
Here's how I want to pay: 

DEnclosed is my check or money order (make payable to TRS) for $74 ($69 + 5 S&H) 

01 prefer to pay with my credit card; Please charge my: 

0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Discover DAmEx 

Card# _____________ Name: ___________ _ 

Expires __ _ Address: - -------- ---

Signature _____________ City _______ ST __ Zip __ 

OTS • 606 East Acequia, Department CF-51 • Visalia, CA 93292 
CA residents add appropriate sales tax. Rush shipping available for additional charges of $10 for "2-day· shipping and $15 for "Ovemighr shipping. 

L Foreign orders may require additional Call 559-732-5317 for more information. -------



With Mission Planners Like These, 
Why Sweat The NVA? BY DANA DRENKOWSKI 

rode a steel steed through the Gates of Hell on 6 
September 1972. They were emerald green, the rnlor 
of a canyon in North Vietnam, near the 
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) and the Ho Chi Minh 
Trail, and my steed was a green and brown F4 
Phantom with shark's eyes and garish snarling 

shark's teeth painted under the nose. 
It was my second tour in the late great Southeast Asia 

War Games, as we called the Vietnam War. We were soon to 
wear T-shirts with "Survivor, S.E. Asia War Games - 2nd 
Place" imprinted on them, but that came later. I was sta
tioned at Udorn Royal Thai Air Base, near Udon Thani, also 
known as the town of Udorn, in Northeastern Thailand. 

I flew B-52s in the war a year earlier, but the heavy 
bomb runs in BUFFs (Big Ugly Fat F*****s) seemed like 
peacetime training missions compared to the war the fight
er jocks were fighting. That would soon change with the 
Linebacker II raids over Hanoi during Christmas of that 
same year. 

North Vietnam's Easter Offensive of April-May 1972 
had ground to a halt in South Vietnam, due in large part to 
both the hard fighting of the American aviation forces from 
the Air Force, Marines, and Navy, but also due to some 
hard stands taken by crack South Vietnamese ground sol
diers in key locations. Up to 20 North Vietnamese regular 
army divisions were left in-place in South Vietnam, with 
their integral armor, artillery, and substantial anti-air fire
power still intact. American ground troops played a small 
role in the stand, with only two brigades left as part of the 

Vietnamization effort which turned over the ground role to 
South Vietnam while U.S. troops were pulled out. 

Now we were fighting baek with airpower in Operation 
Linebacker, destroying transportation and military facilities 
in North Vietnam, while still supporting Vietnamese and 
American Army "troops in contact" throughout Laos, 
Cambodia and the two Vietnams. 

It was my 16th mission in my F4 combat tour. I would end 
up with more than 10 times that after 13 months of fighting, 
many of those "Up North" around Hanoi, fighting against the 
best the Russian anti-air forces had to throw up against us. 
Now, former Russian military personnel gather together for 
reunions in Moscow to publicize and brag about their scores 
against American airpower during that war - and to mourn 
the passing of so many of their comrades at our hands. 

At the time, American news media discounted such sto
ries as American military propaganda, but we fighter pilots 
knew the caliber of the opposition - and we were beating 
them at their own game, on their turf, every day we went up 
against them. But it cost us a lot - nearly half my first 
squadron's Phantoms were shot down in the space of a few 
weeks, lost with their crews either dead, missing or captured. 
I moved on to a squadron with more airplanes, the 13th 
Tactical Fighter Squadron, also known as the "Panther Pack". 

I liked flying "Old Double-Ugly," as the unattractive 
Phantom was called. She looked like she never got out of the 
McDonnell Douglas hangar before the door was slammed 
shut, leaving her with a drooped snoot, hunched back behind 
the cockpit, turned-up wingtips, turned-down tail feathers, 
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angled-up back end, and engines angled downward at 12 
degrees. She looked like she was designed by a committee. 
Actually, she was, after initial flight tests revealed the need 
for changes to correct prnblems. 

But like men who loved and married unattractive mates, 
we were especially devoted to our Phantom war-horses. She 
was indeed as homely as a mud fence, but to those who 
fought in her, she was the most beautiful warhird in the 
world . And certainly, she was the most capable. We felt priv
ileged to fly her in combat, let alone get paid the princely 
sum of about a thousand dollars a month for the thrill. 

Special Mission, Great Risk 
Late the evening of 5 September 1972, I saw my name on 

a schedule posted at the Officer's Club at Udorn. I was to be 
Number Three of a three-ship formation taking off at "0-
dark-thirty" the next morning. We could guess the type of 
mission based on the number of planes in each formation. 
Five-ship formations meant a trip to the Red River Valley -
Hanoi, aka "Downtown," where the odds of being shot down 
were excessively high. The basic formation for air-to-air and 
protection against all kinds of sophisticated anti-air weapons 
"Downtown" was the four-ship formation. If an F4 flight had 
fewer than four ships in its formation before entering the 
combat zone, it was to return. Thus, every four-ship flight to 

the Hanoi/Red River Valley was sent out with a spare. By the 
time aerial refueling was completed over Laos, near the 
North Vietnamese border, any malfunctions would be dis
covered (in theory, at least) and the fifth ship would insert 
itself into the formation to replace a broken bird, or it would 
return home if all others were in good shape. 

The list of crews for a five-ship formation thus meant a 
mission over Hanoi. There would be dozens of five-ship 
crews listed for a Hanoi mission, as the "packages" of fight-

ers, fighter bombers, Electronic Counter Measure (ECM} 
planes, and rescue-standbys created a huge gaggle of war
birds for such missions. 

Two-ship formations were for safer, routine air-to-mud 
bombing missions in support of troops in Sout.li Vietnam 
and, to some extent, in taos. Three-ship formations 
always meant special missions in which the risk was great, 
but where air-to-air engagements were not expected -
like certain runs down the Ho Chi Minh Trail (better to 
call that paved road with semi-tractor trailers a "highway" 
where we fought our battles). A three-ship formation 
always meant a fight , but without the prestige and glory of 
a run over Hanoi. 

The briefing was at 0400 hours. Gary Horlbeck was 
flight lead, with Danny McCoppin in his back seat as 
Weapons Systems Officer (aka "WSO" or "GIB" - Guy In 
the Back). Max Morris was in "Phantom #2," with Bill 
McBroom as his GIB. I, still a new guy in the fighter war, 
was going to fly #3, with Terry Gower as my WSO. I'd 
flown wing for Gary up North already, and was pleased to 
do so again. He was a good flight lead. All the guys in that 
mission were highly experienced except me, the new kid 
on the block. My only claim to fame to date was that I was 
the idiot who launched himself into the cage of our mas
cot, a big black leopard named Eldridge, after the original 
Black Panther of that name in the U.S. Eldridge - the 
leopard - became my big cuddly kitty after a few disputes 
involving blood - mine. Perhaps they thought I was stu
pid enough to go on such missions so early in my career, 
so that was why I was on the mission list for what should 
have called for much more experienced personnel. 

In fact, my first mission with this unit , which was to be 
a milk run in support of troops in South Vietnam, turned 
out to be a hot mission up North in response to an emer-
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gency in which the status of new/old personnel could not be 
taken into account before retasking our flight up there. I per
formed well enough, which may be another reason why I 
found myself on missions requiring more experience. 

Bill McBroom was a highly competent GIB, and he and I 
would share a couple of hero medals for a lonely mission 
over Hanoi one or two nights before Christmas Eve later that 
year, when we were to get the snot scared out of us by up to 
30 SAMS. They called that series of combat missions 
Linebacker II. But that was three months away. 

We were not surprised to discover in the briefing that 
September morning that we were going to a tributary valley 
leading to the Ho Chi Minh Trail from North Vietnam, a few 
miles north of the DMZ. Approximately one brigade of troops 
was in the valley, moving toward Laos to go around 
McNamara's vaunted $5 billion electronic line at the DMZ. I 
guess McNamara didn't hear about the French Maginot Line, 
before WWII, where the Germans did the same thing: went 
around it in the neighboring country. It was easy to miss that 
little point in history, as it only determined the outcome of 
World War II for the next five years. The units of the brigade
sized force in that little valley were on their way to reinforce 
units in South Vietnam, or were going to provide additional 
security on the Trail. They were fully armed with the usual 
panoply of anti-air weapons. Additionally, the local trail 
guard units had heavy anti-air weaponry ready for errant 
Phantoms and other noxious flies. 

What was a surprise was the ordnance we were to carry. 
We weren't carrying heavy iron with 3-foot-long fuse exten
ders to. make the 500- or 750-lb. bombs explode above 
ground (pleasantly called "daisy cutters"), nor were we car
rying the wonderful pilot's equivalent of a shotgun load 
called CBU 58s, which released hundreds of grapefruit-sized 
bomblets over areas some 800-1,000 feet in diameter, wiping 
out every living thing in that circle. No, our load was CBU 
42, also known as "Wampum." CBU 42 pods under the wings 
scattered hundreds of little plastic minelets, known as "toe
poppers," designed to go off when stepped on. How many 
survived the delivery was unknown, but because they could 
easily be swept up with push-brooms from high-speed trails 
and paved roads, they were only used in last-second drops on 
enemy troops within dozens of feet of downed pilots or 

An F-4£ Phantom II aircraft of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing 
launches an AGM-65 Maverick missile. 

SpecOps troops fighting while the helicopter was in the area 
for pickup. The mines would slow running troops down. But 
they were next to useless against enemy troops with time to 
push those brooms or with bulldozers - which is what was 
there in that little valley. 

"God Damn! Are You Trying To Get Us All Killed?" 
The mines had to be laid down - yes, "laid down" - at 

relatively slow speeds (about 350 knots), from planes flying 
straight and level at 400 feet above the ground. For that rea
son alone Wampum should never be used for delivery where 
concentrated anti-air firepower is available. Even a "lay
down" ordnance like napalm could be delivered from slight 
dive angles which protected the aircraft, but not Wampum. 

We were ordered to deliver the Wampum over a small 
crossroad far up the valley, hoping to slow the brigade down 
in its movement. 

In short, we were to be in the open, in broad daylight, 
with no additional support to put down the anti-air artillery 
we were sure to meet. 

"God damn!" Gary yelled at the briefer. "Are you trying to 
get us all killed? It's like hanging a 'shoot me first' sign on 
each plane!" 

"Well, ahem, uh, we have to get rid of the Wampum and 
we have this target, you see ... " the targeting briefer began. 

We got the message. It had happened with other ord
nance. Like old milk, we had certain "use by" dates or the 
ordnance would "expire" - it did not self-destruct, it just 
wasn't supposed to be used after that date because some wie
nie behind the lines marked it with that date. Yes, Virginia, a 
lot of ordnance has an expiration date, and sometimes, just 
to get rid of it, the "powers that be" find targets for it, 
whether appropriate or not. Sort of like dumping the old 
milk. Instead of dumping it down the sink, someone always 
has the bright idea to have fighter jocks dump it somewhere 
in enemy country - and call it a combat mission. 

Kind of a garbage delivery system in reverse - F4 dump 
trucks would deliver the garbage to you, scattering it all over 
your neighborhood, and you were expected to sweep it up 
and dispose of it yourself (or use its explosives for your own 
land mines). It gave the KP-duty boys in the North Viet divi
sions something extra to do, with the added excitement of 
seeing pieces of their push-brooms get blown-off. But you 
had the added thrill of getting to shoot for free at the dump
truck drivers who were going to "hang all it out" for you at 
altitudes and airspeeds where even an AK could bring down 
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an F4. Not a bad deal all around, except for the F4 dump
truck drivers . We didn't have as good a union as the 
Teamsters, who would have never taken the job. 

"Come on, this is bullshit!" Gary said again to the intel 
officer briefing us. "How do you sleep with yourself at night?" 

"I don't, I sleep with my hootch maid. Unlike fighter pilots 
who love themselves so much that they can only sleep alone. Or 
GIBs, who nobody likes, who have to sleep with each other". 

Damn! He must have laid awake thinking that one up. And 
we didn't have a good response, either. We must have been 
too worried about the mission. 

Not having a good rejoinder, Gary reviewed the maps and 
target. In order to reach it, we would have to enter the valley 
from the Gulf of Tonkin, flying over rice paddies for a short 
distance to approach the valley mouth, then fly up the length 
of the valley, which ran approximately east to west, under the 
ridgelines for a few miles as it narrowed from ocean side to 
the mountains, where the road linked to the infamous Trail. 
The valley was a few miles wide at the opening and narrowed 
to a few hundred yards wide at the target crossroads. We 
couldn't attack from the upper end of the tight valley, diving 
into it and leveling-out because there wasn't room to do that 
without impacting the ground or the valley walls. Remember, 
that damned stuff had to be delivered straight and level, 400 
feet and 350 knots - the "shoot me first" sign was optional. 

We planned it so that we would come out of the East at 
low altitude at dawn. The sun would be at our backs, low on 
the horizon. The gunners would have a harder time aiming 
into the sun. 

Does that sound familiar? All the tricks of war are already 
known, they are just updated by each generation of warriors 
to fit the new equipment. But ever since men fought with 
missile weapons like spears and arrows, the smart ones 
maneuvered to have the sun at their backs to give themselves 
an added edge. 

The plan included flying due east from our base in 
Thailand over Laos, then over a safe area of North Vietnam at 
about 28,000 feet until we hit the Gulf of Thailand, "owned" 
by the United States Navy. We would then let down while 

Shadow of reconnaissance aircraft above a bombed out bridge in 
North Vietnam. 

turning east, back toward the mainland of North Vietnam, 
leveling out at low-altitude and high-speed to begin our run. 

We would have to fly from the Gulf in the east, over about 
10 miles of rice paddies, until we hit the beginnings of the 
mountain ridges that ran parallel to the coast, approximately 
north and south. These ridges were intersected by rivers and 
their canyons going west to east, which was one of the ones 
we had to fly up to find and hit our target. It looked like we 
were going to fly about 20 miles or more at very low-altitude. 
And we knew most of those canyons were routes to the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail and were thus heavily defended with anti-air
craft guns and experienced gunners. 

It looked like it would be .. . "interesting," as McBroom 
put it. He was a paragon of understatement. 

We went to the Personal Equipment Room to suit up for 
battle. Fighter pilots see themselves as knights of old, and 
not just for the fact that we are usually at the pointy end of 
things. We fight alone or in very small groups, and deliver a 
result far out of proportion to our numbers , all while riding 
great armed and armored war steeds. And our greatest dream 
is to meet our opposite number, one-on-one, to duel to the 
death, with superior skill, luck, and courage winning the day. 
All non-flying opponents are like the peons with puny 
weapons - we can and do kill far more of them than they of 
us. But like the yeomen of yore, even simple bows and cross
bows could bring down an armored knight. little AKs could 
drop an F4 when it flew too low, slow, and close. And we 
were about to do just that. 

Putting on the 65-70 lbs. of equipment - G-suit, survival 
vest, web harness (for seat and parachute attachments) , 
weapons (I carried a 9mm Browning Hi Power, a .38 Combat 
Masterpiece, and a two shot derringer - the last in a small 
cigarette pocket - and sometimes added a Walther PPK in 
.380ACP), oxygen mask, emergency radios, extra water bot
tles, and maps, fuel tabs, compass, knives - was like suiting-
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up with armor in our visions of knighthood. We walked like 
old men to our magnificent steeds, needing help getting in 
the planes and strapping in. 

Preflight was normal but for the different pre-arm checks 
for the Wampum dispenser pods, each filling an entire 
underwing assembly. The Wampum pods were streamlined, 
so that we would not have the usual drag associated with 
heavy iron bombs. They were also lighter, giving us more 
power available for other things and needs. 

I experienced the usual thrill as the start up began, feeling 
the low grumble as my war
horse's engines woke up, the 
mild vibration the only sign 
that the toughest war horse in 
the world was about to take 
me into battle one more time. 

Take off was normal as I 
transitioned from a ground
pounder into the mind of the 
F4; like most good pilots, I no 
longer thought in terms of 
going from point A to B by 
turning the airplane so many 
degrees and climbing or div
ing so many feet to get there. 
No, I just thought I had to be 
at B and the plane went there 
as I thought about it. Now, we 
might call it the Zen of Flying. 
That ability to be a true pilot 
saved my bacon on many mis
sions, and would do so today, 
6 September 1972. 

We turned to head due west, toward the land we had been 
paralleling. 

I could see the valley ahead, inland. I dropped my clear 
visor from the top of my helmet to cover my face , like the 
metal protective visor of the knight of yore. It might keep 
fragments from blinding me if the canopy was blown-out. I 
was going through the immediate pre-fight rituals. I turned 
my oxygen-control system from "ambient air" to "100%" and 
then to "pressure." Now pure, dry oxygen was being literally 
forced into my lungs, to aid me in breathing in the event I 

was shot and needed help 
~ getting air into my lungs. I 
~ would always wake up at 
! night with earaches, as the 
~ pure oxygen was absorbed 
~ during the 1nission into the 
J: inner ear, coming out at night 

to fill the ear with pressure. 
But the peace of mind was 
worth the nighttime pain. As 
soon as I started the pressur
ized oxygen, the adrenaline 
began flowing. Things started 
happening in slow motion, 
although we were flying at 
the Mach, transonic. 

Gary told us earlier in 
briefing to go down "in eche
lon," with the two wing men 
flying slightly behind him off 
one wing. If you take your 
hand, close the fingers tight
ly together, and fold the 
index finger out of the way, 
you have a three-ship-eche
lon formation. 

"Go fighting trail, NOW!" 

Our little three-ship for
mation dodged a few mon
soon thunderheads on the 
way due east to North 
Vietnam from Thailand, 
crossing over the verdant 
green mountains and craggy 
gray limestone outcroppings 
of Laos on the way. 

We crossed over the south
ern portion of North Vietnam 
as planned and headed for the 

Viet Cong soldiers open up at American aircraft during an air raid 
on their village. 

Gary ordered as we started 
leveling-off over the Gulf less 
than a mile offshore. We two 
wingmen each dropped back 
and out a few hundred feet, 
making it hard to get more 
than one of us with a shot. 

Gulf of Tonkin to do our let-down to fighting altitude. Things 
were normal as we turned to a heading of 180 degrees over 
the Gulf, descending as we did so from 20,000 feet to our 
delivery altitude of 400 feet. I went through the descent 
checklist, malting sure the air conditioning was turned full 
hot and the blowers on max. It was hotter than hell going 
down, but in that humid climate, the sudden change in alti
tude brought a climate change that our air conditioning could
n't keep up with. We had to pre-warm up the cockpit or the 
F4's nasty habit of condensation fogging, then frosting over 
the inside of our cockpit canopies would occur, making us fly 
blind at low-altitude. Once warmed for a minute or two, we 
could turn it back to cool and not worry about it. But it still 
failed now and again. Just another quirk of the Phantom. 

As I lowered the nose, my Phantom quickly picked up 
speed like a war-horse smelling the fight to come. I had to 
rein it in with reduced throttle and speed brakes until we lev
eled out at less than 100 feet. We would go in low and fast, 
then (according to the theory) slow to 350 knots just before 
we reached the target. Yeah, sure. 

We crossed the shoreline 
and headed inland, passing over surprised farmers holding 
hoes or rakes in their rice paddies. We were smoking. The 
let-down had increased our airspeed and the low drag of the 
pods gave little resistance. We must have crossed the shore
line at Mach 1. I was breathing hard, both from the pressure 
oxygen and from the excitement. I could hear Terry over the 
hot intercom in my back seat, also breathing hard. 

I could see well-kept military roads leading to our canyon, 
now looming so green in the near distance. The sides of the 
ridgeline making up our canyon slid up slowly, gently from 
the rice paddy floor at first, then became steeper and harsh
er further inland. Max slid about 600 feet behind lead and 
slightly offset, while I dropped back behind him, offset still 
further from Gary's track. Max in #2 and I in #3 flew a kind 
of three dimensional cone behind Gary, now jinking and slid
ing back and forth, to disrupt tracking solutions by crew
served Anti Aircraft ("AAA") weapons as well as the individ
ual soldiers shooting their AKs and RPDs straight up. As we 
weaved, we kept "out of phase" with each other, so we 
wouldn't run into bullets and shells meant for the guy ahead. 
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It wasn't pretty flying, but it was effective. 
Over the rice paddies, there was no shooting. 
That didn't last long. 
As we entered the miles-wide canyon, we could see North 

Vietnamese regulars everywhere, most of them sitting around 
campfires near foxholes and bunkers, with crew-served 
weapons a few feet away. We were bringing hell to breakfast 
much to the surprise of the inhabitants. And you know how 
people feel about surprise guests. That morning, in North 
Vietnam, they grabbed for their guns. 

"BURNER, NOW!" Gary shouted, his voice pitched higher 
from adrenaline and pure oxygen. He didn't need to say it. 
Both of us wingmen saw his tail pipes widen to full open, sig
naling the onset of afterburner as raw jet fuel was dumped 
into the exhaust, blowing the jet forward from the barely con
trolled continuous explosion. And even if we didn't see it, the 
sight of his exhaust flames going from yellow-orange to light 

jinking around at low altitudes and high speed, when he 
fogged over and had to yank back on the stick to get out of 
trouble. He was flying completely blind. 

Max started leveling-off, doing a slow aileron roll to 
impress us with his instrument flying skills. He probably was 
happy to have an excuse to get out anyway, and the roll may 
have been his expression of exuberance. This was already a 
hot mission, and we hadn't really started. 

"Sorry guys. Good luck. " I recognized the quiet voice of 
Bill McBroom, Max's backseater, on the radio. He almost 
sounded sincere, as if he were really sorry he couldn't stay 
and get shot. Sure, we believed him. 

Four pairs of envious eyeballs watched Max's departure 
from the fun . 

But we couldn't watch long. Within seconds after the first 
call, we were watching out for ourselves. We were now in the 
valley, going like bats out of hell. I saw a strange phenome

blue, like a Bunsen burner flame, was the 
ultimate signal that Lead was going full 
bore. We didn't need an invitation to light 
up and get the hell down the road, ASAP. 

We came down fast, and were already 
transonic before we hit the burners -
and now we were supersonic, or faster 
than the "speed of heat" as we called it. 

Nobody told the NVA that we were 
coming - you could tell by the surprised 
looks on their faces as we smoked over 
them. We saw soldiers by the score, here, 
there, and everywhere, some dropping 
their morning tea and rice, some standing 
in wide-eyed shock. Some were already 
grabbing for rifles or heading for the near
by crew-served weapons. 

terry yette~ "go teft-!" 
ir. t·he ir.lereo11 a,r.~ 
i yar.ke~ lhe pha,r.t-011 
~aek ir. t-i11e t-o aee 
a,r.ot-her tir.e of 

lra,eera rip t-he a,ir 
where we wout~ 

non: the further through the valley we 
raced, the closer to the crew-served 
weapons ~he NVA got before we overflew 
them. They couldn't hear us coming. The 
guys behind us must have been radioing 
frantically ahead. 

At first , we flew over them while they 
were having their rice and tea. By the time 
we flew a mile or so beyond the last 
group, the tea and rice were scattered for 
the next group as the NVA troops grabbed 
their rifles or went for the AAA gun pits. 
Yet another half-mile and the new group 
was already firing the rifles as we 
appeared, or they were furiously cranking 
the crew- served automatic guns around, 
but not anywhere near our direction yet. 
The guns were manually operated But by the time each group of those 

first soldiers reacted, we were gone, coming up on the next 
group . I could imagine the first sergeant of each squad we 
flew over, choking on his rice, swearing like sergeants every
where when the stuff hits the fan . And with the valley so long 
and narrow, we flew over each squad of that regiment or 
brigade, one by one as we went down the valley. But there 
were more than just a regiment. 

judging by the numbers , it was beginning to look like we 
were going to fly through a whole division - up to 14 ,000 
men - and the gun pits were all around. Now, I could see 
muzzle flashes here and there. 

"Two's going up! Two's aborting! IFR, IFR!" [instrument 
flight rules; fly on instruments.] 

I heard the call on the radio just in time to look out for 
Max and Bill in Two as it pulled steeply up , in a hard vertical 
climb, out of range of most of the small-caliber stuff within 
seconds. I could see his canopy clearly. It was completely 
fogged over. He was climbing out on instruments only, but 
had to get up quickly, before he ran into the valley walls, the 
ground or one of us. His air conditioner obviously failed. It 
happened that quickly - within a split second, he lost all 
outside vision as the canopy was covered from the inside 
with condensation. Max was pulling up and out of the fight. 

"Three's clear!" I yelled back, both to reassure Max and to let 
Lead know Max didn't take us both out in a mid-air collision. 

"You're okay, Two," Gary said, more calmly than me. 
"Wings level, looks like a 70-degree- climb angle. " With that 
information, Gary gave Max the confirmation he needed to 
cross-check his pitch and bank instruments. Max probably 
had no time to insure his gyros hadn't precessed-in our hard 

14.5mm, 23mm, 37mm and 57mm automatic cannons. Some 
may have been radar-guided and computer-controlled, but 
there was no time to run up the electronics. They were just 
grabbing and cranking 'em manually. 

The guns weren't on us as we zipped by - at first. But 
the further up the valley, the more ready they were. This was 
getting downright hazardous to my health! Pretty soon, the 
next groups would be pulling the triggers with guns facing 
the right direction before we appeared, which would solve 
their tracking problems and take care of my retirement wor
ries all at once. 
~ "Hang on, it's time to squeeze down," Gary said on the 

radio, the tension clear in his voice. 
It was obvious we could not fly through the valley at 400 

feet like two fat ducks in trail over a thousand duck blinds 
with eager hunters getting ready for their free shots. 

Gary went down to 25-75 feet off the deck, rising up and 
down to avoid the rolling valley floor, still jinking hard left 
and right. I didn't tell him, but I was way ahead of him on 
that move, having descended to the valley floor as soon as I 
realized the gunners were getting to their big guns on time. 
Momma didn't raise me to die at 400 feet and 350 knots! 

Tracers were beginning to fill up the skies as we shot 
down the valley. I never saw so many tracers concentrated in 
the sky before. I found myself wishing for full loads of those 
miraculous CBU-58s - the bombs that released hundreds of 
grapefruit sized weaponry each loaded with explosives and 
hundreds of ball bearings, the shell casings lined with flam
mable phosphorus -the latter to get their attention after the 
ball-bearings penetrated their tender flesh . At that point, I 
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really didn't like those guys! 
Now the AAA barrels were 

starting to face us as we skid
ded around bends in the val
ley or leapt over small 
hillocks and rises in the val
ley floor at the speed of heat. 
The canyon was bright green, 
with heavy grass and low 
brush - but no trees to 
block AAA gunfire zones for 
us. It was made for gunners 
- no obstructions when they 
swung those barrels. The 
rounds were coming up and 
at us now. The warnings were 
reaching the units in time -
and we were in for it. 

Going Down 
I saw a gun spitting hot 

shells directly at us from the 
right, and jinked inside the 
line of tracers. 

Terry yelled "Go left!" in 
the intercom and I yanked 
the Phantom back in time to 
see another line of tracers 
rip the air where we would 
have been. 

m to aim far in front of a fast
~ moving plane for the rounds 
~ to arrive where we would be, 
1l not where we were. The 
~ orange blossoms held hun-

dreds of shrapnel shreds. 
They were shooting every

thing! I could see guys in the 
pits, firing AKs, pistols, 
RPDs, heavy machine guns 
- I could see shell casings 
streaming out of the guns -
and the deadly AAA cannons, 
spewing out their strings of 
flaming golf balls. I even saw 
guys dropping mortar shells 
down the tubes as we passed 
by. RPG rounds floated futile
ly behind us. But nearly all, 
in their haste or surprise, 
were aiming directly at me -
the bullets and shells would 
pass behind me. No experi
enced bird hunters in this 
bunch! But the crap fired 
directly at Lead was coming 
my way! 

"Left!" 
"Right!" 
"Up!" 
"Up fast! " 
"Left! Left harder!" 

United States Air Force Captain Wilmer N. Grubb is given first aid 
while being guarded by his capters in North Vietnam on January 1966. 

I would have hated to 
have been on the valley floor 
- the noise must have been 
awesome, with two F4s in 
full-afterburner and every 
gun a brigade had firing wild
ly in the air in a narrow val
ley. We were dragons with 
angry snarling shark's I was jinking and banking 

to avoid all the tracers I was seeing, then yanking-and-banking 
almost simultaneously in response to what Terry was seeing. 

Terry's orders came fast and furious. 
"Going down!" I yelled, warning him in case he thought I 

was hit and going into the ground. He would have split sec
onds to jerk his ejection seat handle before the plane hit the 
ground. He might be able to save himself, but the .75-second 
delay between his ejection seat and mine being shot out of 
the plane usually meant the difference between death for the 
frontseater and life for the backseater. 

Terry did most of the talking. I didn't have much to tell 
him - I was dodging what I saw and relying on him to look 
where I wasn't. It was unfair - his hand wasn't on the stick, 
saving his life, so he had to rely on me to get us away from 
our one-way ticket to hell in a hot rocket. 

I was sweating up a storm, the Gs forcing the droplets to 
spurt from my forehead to splatter on the visor an inch from 
my face. 

"No way we'll drop at 400 feet!" I snapped to Terry. 
"They'll kill us!" 

"Left! Left!" He shouted, then, "Who cares? Just get it 
there! It's expired anyway!" 

Couldn't argue with his logic. 
Red and black flower-like blossoms erupted around Gary's 

wildly gyrating Phantom. I made sure my jinks didn't take me 
behind him for longer than the split second it took to cross 
behind him to the other side. Those blossoms were the 
heavy-caliber AAA guns. Guns aimed directly at lead would 
hit me, due to the lead needed to shoot us down - they had 

mouths, in multiple hues of green, brown and black, spewing 
fire from our tail cones, going so fast we weren't heard until 
we passed - but what a noise after we passed! Earplugs 
wouldn't save most people's hearing at those decibels. The 
noise and shock waves from our speed, plus their own heavy 
guns, must have blown a few ear drums. And no one was 
wearing earplugs. The rounds were sometimes impacting 
around or in gun pits on opposite sides of the valley. The 
NVA brigade must have taken a quite a few "friendly fire" 
casualties that day. 

The canyon was narrow now, with hardly any room to jink 
sideways. We were being funneled directly over the guns -
and NVA soldiers were banging away like they were paid by 
the bullet. I could hear Terry grunting and panting over the 
intercom as I snapped the plane back and forth, the Gs affect
ing him. 

The target was just ahead. Lead rolled his wings level, so 
that his Wampum wouldn't scatter up the canyon walls - or 
worse yet, jam in the downward releasing dispenser racks. 

Thousands of rifles were firing at us from a few hundred 
feet away as we drove down Hell's Gate. Muzzle flashes looked 
like flashbulbs going off from everywhere we could see. 

I focused on the target, my thumb suspended in air over 
the red "pickle button" on the stick grip. I lost track of time 
and the noise of gunfire around me as everything became 
quiet in my head. All that mattered now was the target. 

"Steady, steady," I told myself. I was vaguely aware of the 

Continued on page 73 
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I 
Iraq - with its modified 40-
foot al Hussein missiles that 
are capable of hitting Israeli 
targets with chemical or bio
logical weapons - were 
Israel's only weapons of 

mass destruction (WMD) problem, 
Jerusalem might be able to cope. But 
since there are six other countries in 
the Near East region at one stage or 
another of pursuing chemical and bio
logical warfare programs, the prognosis 
for the long term looks grim. Among 
them are two states that are vigorously 
involved in trying to build atom bombs: 
Iraq and Iran. 

The extent of the threat was accen
tuated in recent months by the confir
mation that Saddam Hussein had 
adapted an unspecified number of 
Czech-built l-29 Delphin jet trainer air
craft to carry sarin or VX nerve gasses , 
or even anthrax. Unimpeded, these poi
sons could be dropped on to the heads 
of the people of Tel Aviv, Natanya or 
Haifa. Even with a modicum of warn
ing, the losses are likely to be horrific. 

To cap it, all of the countries - with 
Egypt as the single exception - are 
labeled pariah states by the U.S. State 
Department. It's axiomatic that they are 
opposed to the survival of Israel. 
According to John Bolton, America's 
senior arms control negotiator, one of 
the countries was Sudan, arguably one 
of the most backward nations on earth. 
Embroiled in the world's longest war 
(more than 30 years and counting) there 
is compelling evidence that the 
Khartoum Government has used deadly 
nerve gasses against its own people -
the dissident Christian militant commu
nity in the far south of the country. 

While not directly confronting 
Israel, the Sudan has served as a useful 
repository of other nations' WMD, in 
particular Iraq and, to a lesser extent, 
Iran. In this regard it will be recalled 
that in March/April 1991, Iraqi Deputy 
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz was given 
permission by the Sudanese President 
Umar al-Bashir to move a large propor
tion of Baghdad's chemical-weapons 
stockpile to the Sudan. The object then 
was to circumvent their destruction by 
U SCOM, the now-defunct UN arms 
inspection team. 

That was followed in the summer of 
1995 by the emergence of an anti
lsraeli/anti-American Iraqi-lranian
Sudanese Axis that resulted in a joint 
project for the production, deployment 
and use of several basic CW agents at 
the Wau chemical warfare facility in the 
Sudan. Months later there were 

Sudanese jets - by now piloted by 
Iraqis - dropping crude chemical 
munitions around rebel concentrations 
at Kaduli and in the Namang 
Mountains of the south. 

The most recent development has 
been several reports that have fingered 
Sudan as the recipient of large quanti
ties of al-Qaeda gold, clandestinely 
shipped out of Pakistan a few months 
ago. Sources in Karachi disclosed that 
boxes of gold - disguised as other 
products - were taken by Arab dhows 
to either Iran or Dubai from where they 
were flown by charter to Khartoum, the 
Sudanese capital. Figures are obscure, 
but it thought the haul to be worth at 
least $100 million. 

The source disclosed that the Sudan 
was chosen for this purpose because of 
historical ties that Osama bin laden 
maintained with the country long after 
he departed for Afghanistan. The Saudi 
insurgent is known to have owned a 
number of farms and businesses in the 
Sudan, including the notorious al Shifa 
pharmaceutical factory on the out
skirts of Khartoum that was long sus
pected of manufacturing CW precur
sors. The same plant, incidentally, that 
was subsequently destroyed not so 
long ago by U.S. cruise missiles. That 
heated brouhaha, which had universal
ly censured Washington, only ended 
after Khartoum's links to al-Qaeda had 
been exposed. 

Other countries developing WMD 
and listed by the U.S. undersecretary of 

state for arms control and international 
security were Iran, Iraq and Libya -
the last, a country with a national indus
trial infrastructure barely matching that 
of any small city in the Midwest. 

Mad-Man Muamar's Munitions 
Yet Libya geographically 

immense but mostly Sahara and with a 
relatively modest population - is fin
gered as having been inordinately 
active in all of these arcane disciplines. 
Judge for yourself: 

• Libya has been seeking to develop 
nuclear weapons since the 1970s. In a 
press statement on 5 September, Israeli 
prime minister Ariel Sharon warned that 
Libya could be the first Arab nation with 
nuclear weapons. Not to be taken light
ly, Israeli fears are based on close ties 
that have suddenly emerged between 
Libya and Iraq. Tripoli is known to also 
have obtained WMD expertise from 
Pakistan and North Korea. 

• Washington shares the concerns 
of Israel, following intelligence disclo
sures that Libya - in concert with 
Iran - is rapidly developing a missile 
that could target Tel Aviv, based on 
North Korea's No Dong intermediate
range missile. 

• Libya has a history of using chem
ical weapons against its enemies in 
open war: Mustard gas was dropped on 
Chadian rebels during a 1987 cross
border campaign. It produced 100 tons 
of nerve and blister agents at its Rabta 
facility in the mid-1980s and initiated 

(opposite) Still the soft underbelly of Israel are the Straits of Tiran, which lead to Eilat, 
the country's major port in the south and which opens the way to the Indian Ocean. The 
mountains in the background are in Sinai, Egyptian territory. (below) Israeli patrol boat 
off the coast of Lebanon - effective up till now, but vulnerable to WMD, which are less 
likely to come from the sea. 
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construction of an underground CW 
factory at Tarhunah. 

• Qadaffi has initiated his own bio
logical warfare facility, purportedly 
with the help of a maverick South 
African CBW scientist, Dr. Wouter 
Basson. Refened to by the media as 
"Doctor Death," Basson (at the behest 

· of the newly ensconced black South 
African leadership, mark you) spent 
months in Libya on a number of 
"unspecified projects." What has 
become clear is that Langley would give 
a lot to learn exactly what he imparted 
to this rogue state. 

In a prelude to November's 
Biological Weapons Convention, John 
Bolton named two more Middle
Eastern states that were manufacturing 
chemical and biological weapons. 
These included Syria and Iran. He 

The United Nations force in Lebanon has proved inept at maintaining a barrier between 
Hizbollah and Israeli settlements in the north of the country: A lot of terrorist infiltration 
works its way south, down the coast from Tyre. 

agent feed stocks to supplement its 
reserves of mustard and nerve agents. 

Based largely on intelligence gath
ered by Israeli agents and the fact that 
Cairo has not been prepared to ratify its 
signing the Chemical Weapons 
Convention (CWC), Egypt is also sus
pected of having developed its own 
biowarfare facility. 

Israeli anti-mine tank works along the Lebanese border. 

Of all the countries in the Near East, 
Syria has taken the greatest strides in 
recent years towards developing chemi
cal and biological weapons. It has one of 
the largest chembio industries in the 
Third World. Damascus has gone a step 
further by tipping an estimated quarter 
to a half of its 800 operational Scud B 
and Scud C missiles presently deployed 
along the Israeli frontier, with sarin and 
VX nerve agents. It also has thousands 

should have spotlighted Egypt but didn't, 
probably because of Mubarak's seminal 
role in facilitating the coalition that is 
expected to back America in the inva
sion of Iraq. 

There aren't many Middle East pun
dits even aware that Egypt has chemical 
and biological weapons programs of its 
own, and that it is vigorously pursuing 
the development of new unconvention
al weapons. This is nothing new: Egypt 
employed phosgene and mustard gas 
against Yemeni Royalist forces in the 
mid-I960s. Indeed, some reports main
tain that it also used an organophos
phate nerve agent. 

Other Egyptian programs include 
supplying chemical weapons to Syria in 
the Seventies, and Iraq a decade later. 
Unconfirmed reports published by the 
Monterey Center for Nonproliferation 
Studies, talk of Egypt developing nerve 

40 

Syria remains the biggest single security threat to the State of Israel: The hills surround
ing the capital of Damascus show-off some of the taller structures in the heart of town. 
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of chemical gravity bombs for aircraft 
delivery, many emanating from factories 
and depots around Al Safir in the north 
of the country, and Homs, where hun
dreds of tons of agents are produced 
annually. Like Egypt, Syria is not a sig
natory to the ewe. 

What worries Washington about 
this development is that while Israel 
might have the Patriot and A1Tow anti
missiles in place to counter such an 
adventure, sheer numbers make it 
impossible to prevent all Syrian mis
siles from hitting Israeli cities should 
such an attack take place. Even though 
Israel's request of Washington to be 
allowed to export the Arrow systems, 
such as to India, would imply Tel Aviv 
is comfortable with their inventory, a 
concerted and massive missile attack 
from Israel's hostile neighbors would, 
at least, be problematic. 

One Langley source has told Soldier 
Of Fortune that if that were to happen, 
Jerusalem has already warned several 
times that it would resort to a nuclear 
option to neutralize the threat. And 
that, he declared, "would mean the 
obliteration of just about every major 
city in the region." 

Help From Former Friends 
There is much cause for concern 

about Syria's WMD programs. 
Damascus has the largest and most 
advanced CW capability in the Middle 
East. It remains dependent on foreign 
chemicals and equipment, and were it 
not for help received from the former 
Soviet Union, and, more recently from 
Russian dissidents, its progress in 
acquiring this stuff would not have 
been as rapid as it has . Most discon
certing are reports that Syria might 
have been handed the formulae for sev
eral new nerve agents including 

Satellite view of Syria 's notorious Al Safir chemical warfare plant and Scud missile base 
in the north of the country, near the Turkish border. The picture was taken on 30 July and 
as shown, the site is protected by SAM-2s. 

Despite a peace treaty, Cairo (above, left) is still the biggest potential threat to the Jewish 
state. In recent months, with growing urban unrest in Israel, President Mubarak has 
become vocal about what he terms "Zionist oppression." Revolutionary hotbed for 
Hizbollah cadres in South Lebanon is the city of Tyre, (above, right) the nearest large 
conurbation to Northern Israel. 

IRAN 

Al Basrah• 

Novichoh, which is the deadliest of all 
nerve agents and is able to penetrate 
every gas mask produced in the West. 

Some of these disclosures emerged 
with the firing of General Anatoly 
Kuntsevich, personal advisor on chemi
cal disarmament to former President 
Yeltsin. He was given his marching 
orders after it was discovered that he 
had been instrumental in smuggling 
nerve gas precursors to Syria in 1995. 
It has subsequently come to light that a 
lot of this activity followed the visit to 
Damascus in the early 1990s by the 
then commander of the Russian 
Chemical Corps, General Pikalov. 

The Near East region, where much of the activity relating to Weapons of Mass Destruction 
(WMD) is taking place. It stretches from Libya in the west, to Iran in the east. 

Continued on page 75 
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wo years ago on 16 February 2001, America's newest 
Nimitz-class, nuclear-powered aircraft carrier went to 
battle stations in the northern Arabian Sea during its 
maiden voyage. In response to surface-to-air missile 
and anti-aircraft fire against coalition aircraft, F-14B 
Tomcats and F/A-18C Hornets from V.S.S. Harry S. 
Truman struck Iraqi air-defense sites below Baghdad. 

During Team Truman's involvement in Operation Southern 
Watch, Carrier Air Wing Three, one of the two oldest air wings 
in the U.S. Navy, flew 869 combat sorties, totaling more than 
2,700 flight hours. 

A year later, the Harry S. Truman Battle Group is again in 
harm's way. The HST is being called upon to enforce a UN 
Security Council resolution to essentially disarm Iraq, or else. 

After the 15-member council unanimously adopted the 
draft resolution, President Bush did not threaten Iraq with 
military force, but the message he relayed from the Rose 
Garden was clear. 

"Iraq can be certain the old game of cheat and retreat will 
longer be tolerated," said Bush. If Saddam Hussein fails to dis
arm, Bush says the Iraqi leader will face the "severest conse
quences." A diplomatic way of saying he's going to kick the shit 
out of him. 

If called upon again to attack Iraq, air crews aboard Truman 
are ready to respond. Navy Commander Tom Lawler, com
manding officer ofVFA-105, the "Gunslingers," doesn't want to 
go to war with Iraq, but will if Saddam Hussein continues to 
thumb his nose at the United Nations, and ignore orders to 
destroy his weapons of mass destruction. 

Getting Ready for War 
A few weeks before HST headed to the eastern 

Mediterranean, Carrier Air Wing Three sharpened its leg
endary battle axe during JTFEX 03-1 , a Joint Task Force 
Exercise involving 15,000 U.S. and Allied service personnel in 
the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of North Carolina. 

"Exercises like this are very useful, especially to aviators 
who have never worked with multi-national forces," said 
Marine Major Brett Saunders, a member of VFMA-115, the 
"Silver Eagles." 

"Mutha," as the Major is known to his mates on HST, says 
he's good to go. The exercises has sharpened his claws. 

Tomcats and Hornets from Truman's air wing attacked a 
mythical country called, "Korona" after it shelled its neighbor, 
"Kartuna" and started moving up to the border what intelli
gence described as chemical vehicles, suggesting a deadlier 
phase of the conflict. For all we knew Korona could have been 
Kuwait misspelled, but it was actually a bull's-eye on the ground 
at the Dare County Military Range north of Cherry Point. 

This was more than just another military exercise to Marine 
lieutenant Colonel Greg Brinegar, commanding officer of 
VFMA-115, an F/A-18 Hornet attack fighter squadron. This was 
show prep for "Squeeze" and the Silver Eagles. 

If push comes to shove in the coming weeks, and the U.S. 
attacks Iraq, Brinegar and three other veterans of enforcing UN 
restrictions over Iraqi no fly zones will bring a greater knowl
edge of terrain, tactics and targets to the battle. 

"A picture is worth a thousand words," said Squeeze, "and 
the more pictures you see, the better prepared you are." 

Major Mark "Puck" Mykleby, the Executive Officer in 
VFMA-115, has seen his share of pictures up close and person
al. He flew during Operation Southern Watch in 1998, the last 
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time Saddam Hussein slickered the United Nations. But Puck 
is ready to drop the hammer on Hussein's head this time. 

"We work for Team Green," said Mykleby, a Top Gun
graduate as he clowned around in Ready Room 8 with 
Captain Jose "Cuervo" Fierro, a nugget who has only been 
with VFMA-115 for a few months. 

Strike missions are the bread and butter of Marine 
squadrons like the Silver Eagles and there's nothing that gets 
Puck and his pilots more excited than the prospect of pro-

,,, 
• 

viding close-air support [ CAS] missions for Marines who 
may march into Baghdad. 

"That gives us the most job satisfaction," said the XO, 
"helping our ground brethren out. They're our buddies and our 
friends ," said Mykleby. ''.Jay-Fex," as the exercise was called, 
was fought 24-7 for 10 days. SOF and about a dozen other 
selected media were invited to witness air operations from 
both the forward catapults of U.S.S. Truman as well as the LSO 
[Landing Signal Officer] platform on the rear of the ship. 
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Half The Fun Is Getting There 
After a quick survival brief, we were packed like sardines 

into a C-2A Greyhound, a twin-engine turboprop plane 
belonging to Detachment Three of Fleet Logistics Support 
Squadron Forty [VRC-40], the "Rawhides" from NAS 
Norfolk, Virginia. 

Affectionately known as the "COD" which stands for 
Carrier On-Board Delivery, Greyhounds are the workhorses 
of the carrier battle group. With the exception of bombs, bul
lets and beans, COD brings everything else besides fuel 
aboard. Personnel and VIPs included. 

The flight took about an hour. As Lieutenant Marc 
"Slippery Bagel" Bernagl and his co-pilot, Lieutenant Junior 
Grade Chris "New Guy" Muldoon banked hard-left behind 
the carrier, and "called the ball," a series of lights that aid 
pilots lining up for a landing, crew chief Rod Jenkins raised 
his hand in the seat ahead of me, and made a circling motion 

with his hand. That was our cue to prepare for a controlled 
crash landing. 

Although the "Meatball" is always lit, the Fresnel lens 
with its amber and red lights only makes one light at a time 
seem to glow, as the angle at which the pilots looks at the 
lights amidships on the left side of the deck changes. If the 
lights appear above the green horizontal bark, the pilot is 
too high. If it is below, the pilot is too low. If the red lights 
on either side of the amber vertical bar are flashing, that's a 
signal for the pilot to wave-off and go around for another 
attempt at getting aboard. 

Each carrier-based aircraft has a tailhook, an 8-foot bar 
extending from the rear of the aircraft. It's with this tail
hook that the pilot snags one of four steel cables stretched 
across the deck, bringing the plane, traveling at 150 miles 
per hour, to a complete stop in about 320 feet. The cables 
are set to stop each aircraft at the same spot on the deck, 
regardless of the size or weight of the aircraft. Just a matter 

of setting the right tension. 
The last time I flew with the Rawhides in the Persian Gulf, 

we "boltered." In other words, we missed the arresting wire 
and almost went for a swim. Not this time. 

WHOOOMP! We hit the deck with a thud and skidded to 
a sudden stop. For a moment, it felt like an elephant was sit
ting on my lap in the rear-facing seat. As aviators say, "Any 
landing's a good landing, if you can walk away from it." 

Night ops are the most frightening. Navy Lieutenant 
Johnnie "Cooter" Caldwell, a 28-year-old Hornet driver in 
VFA-105, the "Gunslingers," says you've got to have it all in 
one sack on a very black night. Otherwise, you'll splatter 
yourself all over the ramp of the carrier, and kill a couple 
hundred wrench-turners running around the flight deck. 

Cooter, a 1996 aerospace engineering graduate from the 
U.S. Naval Academy, dropped bombs in Kosovo during 
Operation Allied Force in 1999 and flew combat missions 

An FIA 18 "Hornet" assigned to the "Ragin' Bulls" of Strike Fighter 
Squadron Three Seven (VFA-37), performs a "touch and go" on the 
ship's flight deck. Truman and Carrier Air Wing Three (CVW-3) are 
participating in a Joint Task Force Exercise (JTFEX) preparing for 
their upcoming scheduled six-month deployment. 

over southern Iraq during the Truman's maiden voyage into 
harm's way in the spring of 2000. But he's not afraid to return 
to Iraq. He says he stands a greater risk of getting killed com
ing aboard HST at night than he does over Iraq during the day. 

I stood on the LSO platform at sundown as Tomcats from 
VF-32, the "Swordsmen," and Hornets from VFA-37, the 
"Ragin' Bulls," and VFMA-115 , the "Silver Eagles" slipped 
into the landing pattern. 

"Easy now! " shouted Marine Captain Matthew "Tumble
weed" Mcllnerny into the microphone as he coaxed down 
one of his buds in a Hornet. For a moment, it looked like the 
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attack fighter was hanging on a string, but suddenly, the 
50,000 pound jet was on deck. 

Fighting smarter With Smarter Weapons 
The number of so-called "Smart Weapons" has increased 

dramatically since the Gulf War. Almost all of the weapons 
being dropped today on Iraq are Joint Direct Attack 
Munitions. Bombmakers like Lucien Penn,JerodJackson and 
Candace Dillon can turn a 2,000-
pound dumb bomb into a satel
lite-guided bomb in a few min
utes by simply attaching a Global 
Positioning Satellite or GPS kit 
on it. But unlike the last war 
when red shirts in the ordnance 
shop scribbled graffiti on bombs, 
Petty Officer First Class Penn, a 
I 7-year veteran of making things 
that go BOOM, says bombs that 
leave his shop for the roof will be 
"squeaky clean." However, he 
can't guarantee somebody on 
deck won't send a message to The U.S.S. Truman battle flag. 
Saddam at the last minute. 

Most of the aviators SOF talked to on Truman think the 
"shit will hit the fan" during their deployment. Marine Major 
David "Shakey" Pettersson is one of those who think the war 
will launch on his watch. 

Lieutenant Commander John "Goat" Brotemarkle, the 
chief Landing Signal Officer in Carrier Air Wing Three, has 
mixed emotions about leaving his two young daughters 
behind for another six months, but says it appears to be 
"show time" for carrier pilots like him. 

"Paddles," as the LSO prefers to be called, says his friends 
in other carrier air wings have had their deployment cycles 
accelerated and will be leaving earlier than planned. 

"I'm excited about getting a chance to execute some of the 
training I've had," said Captain Hank "Crash" Thomas who 
earned his call sign by wrecking everything he's driven -
except a Hornet. 

"I was an accident going somewhere to happening before 
coming into the Corps," laughed Crash as he stood behind 

Paddles on the LSO platform and waited his turn to bring 
down some of the afternoon strike missions. 

Some Naval aviators like Lieutenant Commander Randy 
"Race" Miller, acting Executive Officer of the "Ragin' Bulls ," 
aren't so sure they're headed to war with Iraq. They think 
Saddam will pull back his horns at the last moment just like 
he did in February 1998 when he was staring at two caniers 
in the northern Arabian Sea, the George Washington and 

Independence. 
"He's gonna let the weapons 

inspectors return and then start 
placing obstacles in their way 
again," said Miller. 

Another veteran of Operation 
Southern Watch doesn't think 
weekly attacks on Iraqi air 
defenses are doing much good. 
Lieutenant Commander Paul 
"Speedy" Spederro , a Tomcat 
pilot in "Fighting 32," says 
Saddam has shown a lack of con
cern for his men. If they get 
killed, he just orders more to 
take their place. "And Saddam 

replaces the SAMs and AAA we destroy," said Speedy who 
has done three previous tours in OSW 

In his new book, The Threatening Storm, Kenneth Pollack, 
Director of National Security Studies for the Council on 
Foreign Relations, concludes that "containment is eroding 
and it is no longer realistic to believe that it can be revived in 
a meaningful sense and sustained over time to prevent 
Saddam Hussein from acquiring nuclear .weapons." That's 
why Pollack believes war with Iraq is inevitable, and the 
sooner the better for the United States. 

Standing At Ground Zero 
It's an adrenaline rush to be on deck during flight opera

tions. Inhaling jet fumes is like inhaling glue. It kind of gives 
you a buzz. There's also rainbow of colors among the dull gray 
aircraft. Red, white , blue, green, yellow, purple, and brown 
shirts darting everywhere. To the untrained eye it looks like a 
Chinese fire drill, but each of the "shirts" knows what do do , 
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and the person choreographing this deadly ballet is the "Air keep quiet and go along for the ride. 
Boss" up in "Pri-Fly," primary flight control on the island. "On nights like this, I keep my head buried in the displays 

Lloyds of London has labeled an aircraft carrier deck as in the backseat and try not to look outside the cockpit at 
"the most hazardous work environment in the world .. " You what's coming up at us," laughed "Hannibal." 
feel like Charley McCarthy, the dummy, with your head con- After the Gulf War, the Navy decided to hang bombs on 
stantly swiveling. The Grim Reaper is peeping around every its aging fleet of Tomcats. A few months ago, Gregory 
corner of the four-and-a-half-acre deck waiting to snatch Davis, maintenance master chief in charge ofVF-32's eleven 
another careless victim. Every day, four of the F-l 4s, and his people installed a piece of state-of-
400 men and women on deck come with- ::. .... _ . .... ~~ .... ..:.:: the-art software on the Tomcats that made 
in nanno seconds of being sucked them "Supercats." 
into jet intakes and spit out the The F-14s now have a heads-up 
exhausts like lettuce in a salad- screen [HUD] in the cockpit like 
shooter, or blown overboard the F/A-18 Hornets. VDIGR, 
by jet blasts. Occasionally, a pronounced "vee-di-gar," is 
seaman survives the 90-foot short for Vertical Display 
fall to the water. Mother Indicator Group Replace-
Nature also makes life mis- ment. Davis says it allows 
erable with heavy rain and pilots like "Seven" to see 
high winds. You have to almost everything RIO's like Lt. 
crouch like Mike Tyson to stay Montgomery can see in their tar-
on your feet. Couple those con- geting screens. Now that the 
ditions with 14-hour days, seven Tomcat is a "Bombcat," "Hannibal," 
days a week, and you've got a recipe for the guy who keeps track of targets and 
disaster. weapons, should be called, "Cannibal." 

The ship's four steam-powered catapults , two forward, "The stuff we took off the shelf and had modified to our 
two amidships, hurl aircraft 300 feet from zero to 165 miles specs is actually newer than the heads-up-screens on the 
per hour in two seconds. A real kick in the pants as you pull Navy's new Super Hornets which will outperform any top-line 
more than 2 Gs. On each plane's nose gear is a T-bar, which fighter aircraft in the world," said Davis. 
locks into the catapult's shuttle, which pulls the plane down The chief, who has more than 100 people working for him 
the catapult's groove in the deck. The flight deck crew can at night down in the hangar bay where the Tomcats are 
launch two aircraft and land one every 37 seconds in day- parked nose-to-tail, or on the roof [deck] where some are 
light, and one per minute at night. But it's the night traps , or chained down, also pointed with pride to another piece of 
landings, that separate the men from the boys. equipment he has installed behind a small panel on the left 

Two Swordsmen talked to SOF after coming down from a side of the aircraft's fuselage just below where the pilot sits. 
night hop in their F-14 Tomcat. Navy Lieutenant Ben Kelsey It's a video recorder like the 8mm Sony I have in my study. 
Vil, comes from a long line of aviators, the seventh Kelsey to "But this one has flash-card imagery hat can record targets 
fly military aircraft in his family, hence the call sign, "Seven." seen through the aircraft's HUD camera, play those images 

"It's especially dangerous up there on a moonless night back in the cockpit, or transmit them to other aircraft or SEAL 
like tonight," said Seven. Radar Intercept Officers [RIOs] like teams on the ground behind enemy lines" said Davis. With 
Lieutenant James Montgomery agree. There's not much for this added capability, the Navy has been able to do some phe
"Hannibal," who earned his call sign for being quiet like 
Hannibal Lechter in the Silence of the Lambs, to do , except Continued on page 65 
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New Trigger System 
Makes Tuctical Rifle 
Better Than Ever! 
TEXT & PHOTOS BY 

GARY PAUL L-10HNSTON 

(top) The Savage Model 110 LE Tactical rifle has always pro
duced great accuracy, but the new AccuTrigger will make it even 
better. This officer uses the rifle with the B&L 10x42mm Police 
Tactical scope. {left) Johnston found the AccuTrigger easy to 
access and adjust. 
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L 
ong-recognized for its excellent design, Savage's Model 
110 action was revolutionary when first introduced, and 
it still is. Made of the finest materials with optimum heat 
treatment, the Model 110 action is one of the strongest 

in the industry, and it also has one of the fastest lock-times in 
the world. This is the time it takes for the striker to fall after 
the trigger is pulled, and it equates directly to accuracy. 

A departure from virtually all other commercial rifles in 
the world, the Model llO's barrel is secured to the receiver in 
a most unusual manner: After being pre-chambered, the bar
rel is screwed into the receiver with a headspace gauge 
already in place, and it is then turned in against the closed 
bolt for perfect headspace. A heavy-duty nut on the barrel is 
then turned in against the receiver, and tightened using a spe
cial wrench. The result is a trued barrel-to-receiver alignment 
that is totally secure. This system has been copied by some 
of the finest gun makers in the years that have followed, and 
for a good reason - it works! 

Having established themselves as some of the most accu
rate-out-of-the-box bolt-action rifles available, Savage 110 
rifles have earned a name for themselves, from bench-rest 

shooting to long-range hunting rifles. In addition to the above 
features , another reason for this is the fine , button rifling 
used fo the barrels. After being precision-bored, the barrel 
blank is secured in the rifling fixture and the bore is lubri
cated with a special grease. The long button-shank is then 
inserted and the button head is also greased. After being 
secured to the puller, the button is pulled through the bore, 
cold-forming the rifling lands and grooves under terrific pres
sure. The result is a mirror-finished, rifled bore. 

Some years ago, Savage introduced a Model 110 LE 
Tactical in .308 Winchester caliber. Using a synthetic stock, 
this rifle has a blind magazine-well for extra strength, and a 
heavy barrel. The first such rifle I tested years ago produced 
sub-minute of angle groups right out of the box. later on, 
Savage added its oversized round bolt-handle, and its now
famous pillar bedding system, to the Model 110 LE Tactical 
and other models. However, in spite of the rifle's already 
good accuracy, it had a relatively heavy trigger pull. 

As unique as the Model llO's receiver has always been, it has 
a trigger that carmot readily be adjusted below about 4 pounds. 
Although gunsmiths can do significantly better by special tun-
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A state-of-the-art night vision scope, the Raptor is also available 
in a 6X version. 

(right} As with all current Savage 
Model 110 LE1Tactical rifles, the new 
AccuTrigger version has the extra 
large bolt handle and an improved 
tang safety. (right, bottom) Here the 
AccuTrigger with its AccuRelease is 
illustrated. The AccuRelease amounts 
to a foolproof trigger safety that pre· 
vents discharge until the Accu
Release is first pulled into the trig
ger itself. 

SAVAGE MODEL ·110 LE TACTICAL 

Caliber: .308 Winchester. 
Velocity: 2,800 fps. 

Operation: Turnbolt repeater. 
Barrel Length: 24 inches. 

Overall Length: 43 inches. 
Weight: 9 pounds. 

Feed Device: 4-shot integral box magazine. 
Safety: Positive tang safety and AccuRelease trigger safety. 
Sights: None. Drilled and tapped for scope base. 
Stock: Matte black synthetic. 
Finish: Matte blue. 
Price: Model 110 LE I, $566.00; Model 110 LE I A, $684.00. 

ing, such work is not recommended 
for other than bench-rest rifles, which 
are always pointed down-range when 
loaded. Aftermarket triggers are avail
able as replacements, but these are 
expensive and may not be suitable for 
duty use by law-enforcement agencies 
that issue the Model 110 LE Tactical. 
The reason is liability. Now, Savage 
has a better idea. 

Continued on page 51 

As with all optics tested, the TA55 ACOG was mounted on a Ross 
Optical Platform using A.R.M.S. Throwlever mounts. 
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MAXIMUM TRIGGER PULL 

Here the adjustment procedure for the Savage AccuTrigger is 
illustrated with the special tool provided. The trigger pull has an 
adjustment range of from 1.5 to 6 pounds. 

Acculrigger 
Unlike many in the industry, the people who own and 

manage Savage and make its guns are shooters and hunters. 
They listen to other shooters and understand what they want 
and don't want. Savage challenged its engineering team to 
design a completely new trigger system that would give 
shooters what they desired. The parameters for this new trig
ger system were formidable: 

• Infinitely adjustable. 
• Trigger pull between 1.5 pounds and 6 pounds. 
• Capable of being adjusted by the user. 
• Completely safe, with no danger of accidental discharge, 

even at the lowest setting. 
• Crisp release with no creep. 

Such a trigger system took several 
years to develop, but it meets every 
objective. Called the AccuTrigger, 
this new lockwork, once again, is as 
revolutionary as the Model 110 was 
when it was first introduced. 

MINIMUM TRIGGER PULL 

AccuTrigger can be adjusted from a minimum of 1.5 pounds 
to a maximum of 6 pounds by simply removing the rifle from 
the stock, with no need to take it to a gunsmith. Simply rotate 
the trigger return spring with the tool that is supplied with the 
rifle. The trigger cannot be adjusted below 1.5 pounds. 

A completely safe trigger, AccuTrigger cannot accidental
ly letoff from being jarred or dropped, when properly adjust
ed. This is because AccuTrigger is designed with an inte
grated AccuRelease that must first be completely depressed 
before pressing the trigger: The AccuRelease blocks the sear 
until depressed. 

Using sophisticated software, Savage compared objective 
measurements of its new AccuTrigger with competitors' trig
gers. These tests confirmed that AccuTrigger was much 
smoother, lighter, crisper, broke cleaner, and exhibited less 
creep than any other factory-built trigger tested. 

Savage now designates the standard Model 110 lE as the 
lEl , and a sister model with an adjustable Choate synthet
ic stock as the lElA. In the spring of 2002, I received a pre

production sample of the new 
Savage Model 110 lEl Tactical rifle, 
with the still-secret AccuTrigger, in 
order to evaluate it for Savage, but I 
first had to promise not to write 
about it until Savage gave me the 
OK. I gladly agreed. 

Except for its new trigger, and an 

Here, the action of the 
AccuRelease is illustrated. 
Even if the sear was somehow 
jarred out of engagement, it 
could not fire because the 
AccuRelease would block it, 
Jocking the trigger mechan
ism. In such a case, merely 
lifting the bolt handle would 
reset the sear. 
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NOW YOU CAN GEL 

ID BY MAIL 
20 SOURCES-FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

• Birth and Baptismal Certificates 
• Drivers Licenses (blank)-50 States 
• Blank Social Security Cards 
•College Degrees-Bachelors, MA, PhD 
• High School Diplomas, also GED 
•Photo ID Cards-all 50 States 
• "Professional" ID Cards-over 200 Styles 
• Job Reference Kits , Past W-2 Forms 
• Foreign & Camouflage Passports 
•Police/M ilitary ID and Patches 
•Photographer ID, Press Credentials 
• Embossing Seals , Rubber Stamps 
• "Do-It-Yourself" ID Kits 
• Secured MasterCard at 2X Deposit 
ALL-NEW 64-PG. BOOK! 

ID BY MAIL 

S24.9S 
Cash, Check, Money Order, 
Visa/MC accepted, No CODs 

EDEN PRESS 
Box 8410-AD 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728 ~~~!;;!:!!::!:!:it! 
0 Latest Book Catalog FREE 

... -

p L Vlt 

DO YOU BUY SOF ON 
THE NEWSSTAND? 

Now you can help your favorite 
magazine with our GUERRILLA 

MARKETING PLAN 

V Is SOF racked with gun magazines 
at your local newsstand? If you find 
it there, move it into the military 
magazine section. 
V Is SOF hidden at the back of the 
rack? Move it to the front! 
V Can't find SOF at your local 
newsstand? Please ask the store 
manager why he/she isn't 
rying SOF. And thanks! 

MEN& WOMEN! 
Train al home lor an exciting part 11111111 
or full-lime career as a Private 
Deleclive. Siar! your own agency llWl~!lll~"' 
or work for others. Learn all the 
lalesl techniques from the 
experts. Taught by former mili
tary intelligence specialists, --~~ift!llili!~i!ill 
police and private detectives. ---
The only course of ifs kind, /he 
unique Global School of 
Investigation program will make 
you a PRIVATE DETECTIVE. 

SOF lOGD/MP·5 
SUBMACHINI GUN 
T-SHIRT 

$15.00 
Each PLUS $4 S&H for first shirt; 

add $1 S&H for each additional sh i rt. 
Specify shirt size: 
Sizes: M • L • XL 

XXL & XXXL (add ' I $2.00) 

Send Check/MO/MG/Visa To: 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

5735 Arapahoe Ave., Ste. A5 
Boulder, GO 80303 



TELEPHONE LISTENING 
DEVICE WITH 

12 HR. RECORDER 

Record telephone conversations in your office or 
home. Starts automatically when phone is 
answered, records both sides of phone conversa· 
tion. Recorder stops when phone is hung up. 
$99.95 + $7 shipping. For telephone listening 
device separately $19.95 + $2 ship. 

Transmits to any FM 
radio up to 1/2 mi. 
Easy to assemble kit. 
Up to 9V (not Incl.) 
$29.95 + $2 sh. 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro Video, 
VHF transmitters, Surveillance and Counter· 
surveillance and much more! Send $3.00. 

CALL 321-725-1000 

USICORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

~~~ • BODY ARMOR 

•HANDCUFFS 

• METAL DETECTORS 

• MINE DETECTORS 

•OPTICS 

• NIGHT VISION 

• SPY EQUIPMENT 

•BOMB SUITS 

•FIRE GEAR 

•HELMETS 

•TEAR GAS 

•STUN GUNS 
And much, 
much more ... 

TAMIAMI INTERNATIONAL 
EQUIPMENT, INC. 
13615 S. Dixie Hwy. Suite 456 

Miami, FL 33176-7254 
Ph .: 305-235-8777 • Fax: 305-235-0603 

MADE 
IN 

THE 
U.S.A. 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
CONCEALABLE VESTS 

STARTING AT 

$249.95 & UP 
W/ FREE TRAUMA 

PLATE 
AND TACTICAL VESTS 

STARTING AT 

$375.00 & UP 
Also Available Level Ill & IV 

Steel & Ceramic Plates 
Inter-American 

Security Products, Inc. 
E-Mail: interam@gate.net 

Shop online: www. interamer.com 

LISTEN FROM 
A DISTANCE 

From the makers of the Bionic Ear, Silver 
Creek introduces the DetectEar™ ·this 
ain't your grandmas listening device . 

DetectEar $495.00 
Bionic Ear & Booster $149. 95 

1-800-533-3277 
www.silvercreekindustries.com 

~ 
Siluer Creek 

IND USTR IE S 

P.O. Box 1988, Manitowoc, 1/\/1 54221 

BACK by popular demand ... 

SEND Check/MO/MCNisa 
To: 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
5735 Arapahoe Ave., Ste. A5 

Boulder, CO 80303 

ORDER TOLL FREE: 
BDD-800-7630 

The Soldier Of Fortune 

Polo Shirt 
New and improved with red 

and white embroidery on 
black 100% preshrunk 

co tton polo shirt. 

Available in MED. - XXXL 
Black shirt on ly 

M•L•XL $23 2X•3X $27 
r----------------------------------------------

ORDERING INFO Circle Size Quantity Price Sub Total 
#PS001 SOF Black Polo Shirt M L XL @ $23.00 

#PS001 SOF Black Polo Shirt XXL XXL @ $27.00 

Shipping & Handling: $4 /1st item; $1 each add'I item. Sales tax may apply. 



SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Start getting your results at only $3 per word per 
insertion, $60 minimum. Prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 20% discount; or 12 months for 30% off. 
Repeat your same ad in another section for half price. "Dingbats" ( ti, e, • ), bold words (other than first 3-4) : 
$5.00/each extra. Computer word count of grammatically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 and 
303-449-3750, etc. each= 1 word; abbreviations such as DI, SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. 
Ad copy must be typed. Include authorizing signature, mailing address, telephone or fax number (for our files). Mail 
classified ads with payment (check, wire transfer, money order or Visa/MC) to SOF, Attn: Classified Dept. , 5735 
Arapahoe Ave., Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303. Phone: 303-449-3750 ext. 300; fax: 303-444-5617; e-mail : tcham
bers19@home.com. NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS: We reseNe the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete 
or change any copy that we consider objectionable, false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements 
for personal seNices, including 'will do anything' or 'go anywhere' type ads. Advertisers offering information packets 
for a fee must send sample (non-returnable). 

FIGHT BACK! 
Learn in record 
time the most 
simple and effec
tive self-defense 
available today! 

Send check or money order for 
$39.95 + $4.95 S&H payable to: 

Sidekicks, P.O. Box 207, 
Drexel Hill, PA 19026 

Order Online: realityselfdefense.com 

I 1l1l1 it ff .:IQ I) 1J ! tf i it 1f1 fj 
WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Government assas
sination conspiracy exposed. Videocassettes, 
manuscripts, photographs, books. Catalog: 
$3.00. COLLECTOR'S ARCHIVES; Box 2, 
Beaconsfield, Quebec H9W 5T6 CANADA. 

HOW SIX PERFECT MURDERS WERE COM
MITIED and how they were solved. Boasting 
cost freedom. More info, e-mail 
inventor3@lvcm.com. 

S.O.P.'S SURVIVAL OPERATING PROCED
URES HANDBOOK. Be prepared. Plan your 
survival. 93 pages. Send $12 check or M.O. 
to: G.I. Enterprises, PO Box 892, Cadillac, Ml 
49601 
"A PIED CLOAK" British Special Force oper
ations against Somali Bandits both in Kenya 
and Somalia and Mau Mau in Kenya 1953-64. 
Some close hand-to-hand excitement. Available 
from: USA, Barnes & Noble $15.95. UK: Janus
publishing.co.uk £10.50 and Amazon.co.uk. SA: 
Covosdaybooks.co.za R115 

FREEDOM THROUGH PREPAREDNESS. 
Quarterly survival newsletter, life membership 
and more. First issue free. One year $1 0.00. 
LFI , Box 375, Dolton, IL 60419-9998. 
COMPLETE SOF MAGAZINE COLLECTION 
from beginning through 2001. E-mail for details. 
Best offer. SERVICEGUY600@aol.com 
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HOCK HOCHHEIM'S HAND, STICK, KNIFE, 
Gun Combat Training and CLOSE QUARTER 
COMBAT MAGAZINE. Also Seminars; Videos; 
Books; Manuals. Equipment. 706-866-2656. 
WWW.HocksCQC. com 

EDUCJITllB 
TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 19,278 topics 
available! Catalog on CD-ROM -- rush $2.00. 
Research, 11270 Washington Blvd., Dept. EX, 
Culver City, CA 90230. 
TOLL-FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222 or 
www.sf.research-assistance.com . 

ALMOST FREE DOCUMENTS. High School, 
Diplomas, College Etc... No Bull! All Documents 
$15.00. Catalog $5.00. Dana L., RIGHTTRACK 
REF., 777 Bateswood Dr. #220, Houston, TX 77079 

FIBllBCE 
CONSOLIDATE DEBTS, Cut payments up to 
50%. Fast approval. Veteran owned! 1-800-
741-7676. 

FREE 
FR.EE HACKER CATALOG! 300 Underground 
Plans, New l.D., Money Making Plans, Mobile 
Magnetic Stripe Readers & Writers. UC. , P.O. 
Box 876-SF, Hurst, TX 76053. www.theinfor
mation center.com 

· IBTEIBET 111818 
WWW.MARKSCOTTSHOW.COM 
Mark Scott Show - Excelsior! Internet Talk Radio. 
U.S.M.C. - SEMPER Fl. show time: 9am to 12 
noon EST Rebroadcast starting at 12 noon EST 

KOlllES-DllVDOETS 
FREE KNIFE CATALOG -- Steele Arms carries 
military, survival, and tactical knives, historical 
reproductions, and fantasy knives and swords. 
Call toll-free: 1-866-515-0320. 

SECRETS REVEALED 
llliii... World's most secure e-mail 
,. www.templemail.com 

llliii... Asset Protection secrets 
,. www.offshorespecialists.com 

llliii... Account Abroad 
,. www.cbsbelize.org 

Or write to offshore@pty.com 
for all your offshore needs! 

Custom made Ghillie Suits, 
Dyed & Rolled Burlap, 

Netting, Camoflauge and 
Accessories. 

www.assaultwaveproductions.com 
618-257-9174 

mlSCELLJIBEDUS 
WANTED: PUBLISHER Writer seeks estab
lished publisher or agent to consider mass-mar
ket action-adventure novel critiqued and edited 
by best-selling author Bill Branon (Let Us Prey). 
Contact: editcon@peganet.com 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Hundreds of programs. 
(www.usgovernmentinformation.com) Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8KW5) 

RETIRE IN THE ORIENT. Affordable living/ 
incredible nightlife. FREE BROCHURE. DHP, 
Inc., 6433 Topanga Canyon Bl. #205, Canoga 
Park, CA 91303. 818-888-2021 . 
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One Of The World's Leading Security Training Faciliti es Now 
Offers An All-Inclusive Residential Close-Protection Bodyguard 

Course At Our Orlando, Florida, Facility. 

REALISTIC TRAINING WHICH INCLUDES: 

• LIVE-FIRING TEAM ANTI-AMBUSH DRILLS 

• DEFENSIVE/EVASIVE DRIVER TRAINING , 
TAUGHT BY ONE OF THE USA's LEADING INSTRUCTORS 

• UNARMED COMBAT/NON-LETHAL WEAPON TRAINING 

• ELECTRONIC SECURITY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 

• SURVEILLANCE COUNTER-MEASURES 

• RESIDENCE, OFFICE, HOTEL AND ADVANCED PARTY 
SECURITY PROCEDURES 

• CP TRAUMA MEDICINE TRAINING 

• EX DELTA, SEAL, SWAT, FBI , SAS AND SBS INSTRUCTORS 

A Combination 01 Experienced Instructors, World Beating Facilities And The 
Florida Weather Make This The Most Rewarding CP Course Available. 

FINANCING AVAILABLE 
Ask About Our Airline Security Training Program. 

For More Information On Our Next Available Courses, 

Please Call ISST at 407-483-0200 

BAGWELL 
Combat Knives Without Compromise 

I I 
903·926· 7208 

P.O. Box 144, Woodlawn, TX 75694 

• Did this get your attention? How about • 
and V' ? These are dingbats - add them to 
your classified ad for only $5 each! 

50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, 
Travel , Political , Vietnam, Nevis, Roswell , 
Anyplace! 7700 Air Photos. Catalog $4.00 
(refundable). MONARCH , Box 14490-SF 
Phoenix, AZ. 85063. 

BEJIL ESTllTE 
WANT A SAFE HAVEN? Remote, secluded 
960-acre farm 26 miles from town, B.C., 
Canada. Heavily wooded and open farmland, 
streams. Old house, barn , equipment. 
Electricity. Can divide. 200K USD undivided. 
Call Stan at (303) 809-5447, 
smann1241@earthlink.net 

nsmlllLIB& 5£11/ICES 
CONFIDENTIAL CHICAGO MAILING 
ADDRESS. Discreet mail forwarding since 
1981 . Voicemail-Private Phone Number. Mail 
Post, 2421 SOF Pratt, Chicago 60645, 800-890-
3199 or 773-764-0100 www.themailpost.com 2/03 

5£LF-DEF£85£ 
LIGHTNING FAST INVISIBLE STRIKING 
SECRETS! Instantly devastating to ANY attack
er! + Tactical Suckerpunching SECRETS! 
Become Street Lethal. Before they can even 
blink! Free tape I report! (724) 628-9001 or 
cjwinger@zoominternet.net 

CUTTING EDGE OF PERSONAL SECURITY, 
pepper sprays, stun guns, lasers, knives, more! 
Also video and surveillance equipment. Free 
catalogs. Visit: www.arcticselfdefense.com/sof 

spyoutlet.com 
Your direct source for 

Surveillance/Countersurveillance 
Electronic Devices 

Mini spy pinhole cameras 
• hidden video • wireless video 

• vehicle tracking • bug detectors 
• phone tap detectors • voice 

changer • 12 hour telephone tape 
recorder $125°0 

• locksmithing 
tools • disappearing ink pens 

•and more 
FOR CATALOG SEND $5°0 TO: 

SPY OUTLET 
2468 NIAGARA FALLS BLVD 

TONAWANDA NY 14150 1716) 695-8660 

~~;'~· !~ ':u~' 8 Factory 
Direct 

•America's # I Arch-Type Manufacturer 
• 20 Year Warran~ 
•Easy Financing Available 
• EosyDo-11-YourselfConslruction 
•Free 16 Pa ge Brochure 

SAVE ON SELECT SIZES 
25134 • 30146 
40156·501116 

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST ASSAULT! 
Mace, lasers, stun guns, more! Also hidden 
cameras and surveillance equipment. Free 
online catalog. Keystonesafetysecurity.com 

SURllEILLllBCE 
ESPIONAGE UNLIMITED: Your one stop shop 
for surveillance, counter surveillance, privacy, 
new ID's and new identity, asset protection, 
covert weapons, investigations, and more. (802) 
864-0951. www.espionage-store.com 

rn111n1n& 
UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS - Undercover 
Operatives Guide. 345 pages of info it would 
take years to learn. $29.95 plus $4.85 S & H. 
A.C. TETRAULT, PO Box 594, Phoenix, OR 
97535-0594. MO's & cashier's checks only. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES & MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat skills, weapons, tactics, 
NBC, more. Catalog $5.00. llPD/ACCP, Box 
1237, Alpine, TX 79831. 

BODYGUARD and VIP Protection Training 
For course information send SASE to: A&S 
Training, Box 131232, St. Paul, MN 55113 
www.aansstraining.com 

TRAINING •• SPETSNAZ BASE -- MOSCOW 
One full week, shooting Russian military arms, 
tactics, combat survival training. Contact Elite 
Forces, Box 5034, Genova, 16154 ITALY 
www.blkfmagazine.com 
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PHOTO ID 
CARD KITS 

amaze your associ
ates! We provide the 
cards, plastic lami-
nate and easy 
instructions! You pro
vide only a photo. 
Your photo card can 
be finished in the pri
vacy of your home. 
The result is a dis
tinctive , professional 
system! The highest 
quality cards in the 
US! Lost your origi-
nal card? Replace it 
NOW! 

I PRESS 

C01 Press ID ---lit!DEm 
MENTION YOU SAW 
OUR AD IN SOF AND 
GET FREE SHIPPING 

D C01 Press ID D C68 Fugitive Recovery 
D C04 Bounty Hunter D C72 Special Agent 
D C1 O Concealed Weapons D C131 lnt'I Drivers Lie. 
D C11 Private Investigator D C133 Federal Security I 
D C13 Special Investigator D C140 Network Admln. I 
D C17 lnt'I Drivers Permit D C142 Terrorism Specialist 
D C31 Travel Agent D C143 Webmaster 
D C34 Personal ID D C201 Bail Bondsman 
D C51 Special Operations D C203 Bail Enf. Agent 
D C60 MAC-V (CIA) D C211 Security Enf. 

NIC LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPLY - SOF 
500 Flournoy Lucas Rd. Bid #3 ·Shreveport, LA 71106 

Orders (888) 642-0007 • Cust Serv. (318) 688-1805 
Fax (318) 688-1367 www. nles.com 

Name: _____________ _ 

Address: ____________ _ 

City/State/Zip: ------------
Credit Card: ____________ _ 

I Exp. Dale: ____________ _ 
80 PAGE COLOR CATALOG SJ.OD OR FREE WITH FIRST ORDER. 

.. ______________ _ 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL 
INSIGNIA & ACCESSORIES ETC 

•SAS 
•RAF 

• PARA • ROYAL MARINES 
•GUARDS •BLACK WATCH ETC 

ILLUSTRATED IMPORT CATALOG $8.00 
BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department 6, P.O. Box 14 
Pegram, TN 37143-0014 

I'I1'S NOT 
O\TEil YE'l1. 

WWW.WARONTERROR.NET 

SUPERIOR TRAINING for Professionals! 
Maritime Security, Executive Protection , 
Counter-Intelligence, Corporate Investigations, 
Tactical Firearms, Business Intelligence, 
Technical Surveillance. P.O.S.T. Approved! 
Enterprising Securities (770) 723-1683 or 
www.enterprisingsecurities.com 

IUllSITES 
FOR ONLY $25/month you can list your 
Website or Internet URL+ 10 words right 
here. (No additional discounts apply.) 
This is a great way to get out the word on 
your site! 

WWW.THESHOTSHOP.COM Specializing in 
high quality firearms accessories at low low 
prices! 

SS 



BLACK JACKET 
PRINTED LEFT CHEST AND FULL BACK WHrTE PRINT 

$69.90 
SIZES; M, L, XL 

ADD 5.00 FOR XXL, 
ORXXXL 

ADD 15.95 
FOR SHIPPING 

AND HANDLING 

1800-958-8876 
s.o.s. 

P.O. Box 2205 
Carmichael, Ca 95609 

A/IOllV ., to 3 I/Vee/cs 
'or delivery 

U.S. Priority ltllail 

EFFORTLESSLY HIT WITH GREATER 
SPEED/POWER THAN A KO BOXER! 
WWW.hikutacombatsystems.com 

UNIQUE AND HARD TO FIND MILITARY 
RELATED ITEMS. www.military-stuff.com 
LOOK. 

WWW.MILITARYSKILLS.BTINTERNET.CO.UK 

Basic, advanced, specialist, jungle. 

MILITARY AND GOVERNMENT NOVELTY 
SHIRTS, mousepads, and other collectibles @ 

www.NOVELTYZ.BIZ JAN, FEB 2003 

GAS MASKS: Protect your families against 
nuclear, biological , chemical attacks; various 
sizes, military, civilian models. Made in Korea. 
www.gasmaskforsale.net 

UNIQUE AND HARD TO FIND MILITARY 
RELATED ITEMS. "LOOK" www.military
stuff.com 

WWW.LIVE-FREE.ORG Home and homeland 
Defense organization, publications, information, 
and training programs. 

WWW.RIVERCITYSH EATHS.COM 
Southern Comfort - Concealed carry for 
Bowies and other large knives. 

DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY, COUNTER
TERRORISM issues, homeland security 
& intelligence. Subscribe. 
www.homelandsecuritynews.net 

GUNS: .44 MAGNUM FLAMES, recoils , 
fires loud 9mm blanks. Full size, steel. No 
license required. $119.00 with 50 rounds. 
www.maxsell.com 
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BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY - CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 
Send $9.95 to: BUSHPILOT 

P.O. Box 211296 
Bedford, TX 76095-8296 

Catalog with purchase -- Allow 4-6 weeks 
http://www.bushwings.com 

SWITCHBlADE KNIVES 
www .theswitchblade.com 

MILITARY BOOKS ON 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Visit our website at: 
www.galago.co.za 

For regular updates e-mail : 
lemur@mweb.co.za 

SEND $3 FOR 12-PG. COLOR CATALOG 
MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 

UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 
FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

www.usmilitaryart.com You served with 
honor; now preserve the memories. 

v' LALl'S PASSAGE. Vietnam veteran lib
erates Burmese beauty from Thai brothel. 
www.wonderfull.com 

WWW.4SECRET.COM For SHORT or SHY 
MEN who'd like to date beautiful women. 
1-800-4-SECRET Ext. 1 

WWW.THESWITCHBLADE.COM 
Beyond the Cutting Edge 

WWW.PROTECTIONSPECIALIST.COM. 
We provide Personal Protection Services, 
Antiterrorist Detection and Private 
Investigations. 

FREEDOM PRODUCTS -- passports, drivers 
licenses, anonymous debit cards, much more. 
www.expatworld.org 

GUNS: 1911 COLT .45 AUTOMATIC fires loud 
8mm blanks. Full size, steel, wood grips. 
$119.00 with 50 rounds. www.maxsell.com 

e THE ULTIMATE IN PATRIOTIC T-SHIRTS! 

www.heathconner.com 

LOW COST SURVIVAL FOOD! Visit 
www.natureiswonderful.com Great value! 
Books, videos, more! 

WWW.SILVER-INVESTOR.COM The world's 
best site for Silver information. Toll Free 877-
610-9962 

www.SecondAmendment.net News, essays, 
and practical advice for ordinary people on 
RKBA. 

" ALWAYS LISTENING" www.pennycircus.net 

COMPLETE ID INFORMATION. Guide to inter
net ID sites. www.idfreakz.com 

• Complete Covert 
Equipment Headquarters 
• Hidden Video & Audio 
• Infidelity Lab Testing 

• Self-Defense Products 

www.spycountry.com 

GET AN ANONYMOUS ADDRESS. No ID 
needed. Mail Forwarded Weekly. www.world
widemaildrop.com 

GUNS: BRIGADIER .45 AUTOMATIC. Full 
size, steel, fires 9mmPA blanks. No license 
required. $149.00 with 50 rounds and holster. 
www.maxsell.com 

UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE. Crystal
Controlled Kit. www.Micro-transmitter.com 

20,000+ MILITARY FIELD & TECHNICAL 
MANUALS - CD-ROM or printed. 
www.CHQsoftware.com 

The truth shall set you free: cyanews.com 

FIND OUT ANYTHING ABOUT ANYONE. 
Information 
infosearch.com 

is power. www.global-

BUCKSHOT'S CAMP. Survival Snares, Videos, 
Firestarters, Books, LED flashlights, Gill nets. 
www.buckshotscamp.com 

FUGITIVE RECOVERY AGENT BADGES, T
shirts, Raid jackets, ball caps, ID cards, batons, 
handcuffs, bodyarmor. Discount prices. 
www.maxsell.com 

UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE. Crystal-Con
trolled Kit. www.Micro-transmitter.com 

NETWORKERS GROUND FLOOR 
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Commalldos Resist Loss 
Of Purchasing Authority 

BY ROWAN SCARBOROUGH 

Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld 
has ordered a review of whether 
weapons-buying authority should 

be stripped away from U.S. Special 
Operations Command, an increasingly 
important player in the military's war 
against al-Qaeda. 

Administration officials say Mr. 
Rumsfeld 's written directive has 
touched off an internal battle between 
his budget staff, who want the change, and 
special operations forces, which oppose the 
loss of autonomy. 

The argument for the change is that it would free 
up Special Operations Command (SoCom), with headquar
ters in Tampa, Fla. , to focus solely on its war-fighting role of 
supporting global clandestine missions to capture or kill al
Qaeda terrorists . 

But opponents counter that the command's ability to buy 
specialized weapons is the key reason the underfunded spe
cial operations force of the failed 1980 Desert One mission 
became the crack outfit that helped win the war in 
Afghanistan. 

"The command knows specifically what they need and set 
their own priorities," said a senior administration official 
who opposes any change. "The problem is not in the pro
curement process, it's in the leadership of SoCom." 

The official added, "If you take it away from SoCom it 
would be like taking aircraft procurement from the Air Force 
or submarine procurement from the Navy." 

A Pentagon spokesman yesterday declined to discuss spe
cific budget issues as the Pentagon puts together the fiscal 
2004 budget for submission to the White House later this year. 

The command today oversees a $5 billion annual budget 
code named Major Force Package 11. About $3 billion of that 
is an acquisition account that buys helicopters, weapons, 
radios and other gear for some 4 7,000 special operations per
sonnel. Special operations, with some of the nation's most 
elite warriors, includes Army Green Berets and Delta Force, 
and Navy SEALs. 

The Pentagon's other major combatant commands, such as 
U.S . Central Command and Pacific Command, rely on the 
four military services to buy equipment for forces in their 
region. U.S. Special Operations alone has the authority to 
equip its personnel, a leeway granted by Congress 15 years 
ago to ensure these specialized warriors get the unique gear 
they need, without a long bureaucratic process. 

Mr. Rumsfeld recently sent a memo to military and civil
ian leaders asking why the command should not use the 
same process as other combatant commands. 

Mr. Rumsfeld often provokes debates and 
policy changes by issuing such white-paper 

memos, dubbed "snowflakes" by Pentagon 
officials because of the frequency with 
which they descend on policy-makers. 

Officials said the joint Staff, the plan
ning arm of the joint Chiefs of Staff, orig
inally endorsed the idea, but now has 
backed off in the face of opposition from 

the commando community. 
Ironically, say opponents, the proposal to 

weaken the command's authority comes as Mr. 
Rumsfeld is looking to it to take on a larger role 

in the war against Osama bin Laden's al-Qaeda net
work and other Islamic terrorist groups. 

Special operations is a major player in the war. In 
Afghanistan, for example, Army Green Berets turned the tide 
of battle last fall . Since then, commando units have been con
tinually hunting down Taliban and al-Qaeda members. 

In June, Mr. Rumsfeld sent a classified order to Gen. 
Charles Holland, who heads Special Operations 
Command , to develop a new clandes tine war plan for cap
turing and killing terrorists. That evolving plan is expect
ed to give the command authority to execute missions , not 
just support them. 

The argument for stripping budget authority is that 
"SoCom is so busy on the resource management side it can't 
go out and fight the war," said one administration official. 

A military official said Congress created SoCom, and its 
budget authority, in 1987 because the commando units 
could not compete for dollars against the demands of four 
military branches. 

The result: an underfunded, dispirited special operations 
cadre that exposed its equipment shortfalls in the failed 
attempt to rescue American hostages in Iran in 1980. 

"The crown jewel is the fact we have our own [procure
ment] money," said the official. 

Giving one example, the official said SoCom was able to 
quickly develop and field a new hand-held radio, the multi
band inter/intra team radio (MBITR). Without budget leeway, 
it is "highly unlikely" the 6,600 radios could have been devel
oped and purchased as fast, the official said. 

During the Afghan war, troops discovered they needed 
ground transportation. SoCom quickly purchased hundreds 
of light trucks. 

Reprinted with permission of The Washington Times. All 
content © 2002, by News World Communications, Inc. ; 3600 
New York Avenue, NE; Washington, D.C. 20002. ~ 
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Not Your Father's 
.45 Army Pistol. 
TEXT & PHOTOS BY 

GARY PAUL JOHNSTON 

' 'I 
hile still owned and operated by handgun guru 

1 
Colonel Jeff Cooper, Gunsite Academy first began 
offering a custom .45 ACP 1911-style pistol in the 
early 1980s. Officially called the American Pistol 

Institute (API), this facility was the optimum tactical 
firearms training facility at the time, and Jeff Cooper's influ
ence was everywhere. 

I graduated from the API's 250 Basic Pistol course in 1981, 
and I tested and evaluated one of the first Gunsite Service 
Pistols (GSP) a couple years after. A semi-custom 1911-style 
pistol built at Gunsite, the early GSP had all the things 
Cooper believed had utilitarian value, and was devoid of any
thing the colonel didn't like in a fighting handgun. Since then 
I've taken several additional courses at Gunsite and have test
ed even more versions of the GSP. 

The most recent course I attended at Gunsite Academy 
was after the facility came under the new ownership of Owen 
"Buzz" Mills. Like Cooper, Buzz is a former U.S. Marine and 
a pilot to boot, and is also a real shooter who knows his guns. 
Second in command is Col. Robert Young, USMC (Ret.) , 
Gunsite's Operations Manager, and Young is also an authori
ty on firearms and tactics from both a military and personal
defense standpoint. With these men at the helm it was only 
natural that the idea for a new Gunsite Pistol would arise. It 
was also a given that it would be yet another variation of the 
Model of 1911 , but there is another part of the equation. 

Being a veteran of everything from the Vietnam War to 
Desert Storm, Young not only knows Lt. General William 

M. Keys , USMC (Ret.), but is 
also his good friend . After retiring 
from the USMC, Keys became C.E.O. of Colt 
Manufacturing. Determined to lead Colt in a new 
positive direction, it was Keys who was responsible for the 
limited-edition recreation of the Model 1911Al .45 ACP 
pistol last year. 

An almost 100%· faithful rendition of the original Colt 
Model 1911Al pistol, this one not only was MilSpec 
Parkerized, but also came with original markings. Only the 
serial number and a few minor differences prevent this model 
from being "faked" as an original. Equally interesting was 
that the new Colt Model 1911Al has no "Series 80" Colt fir
ing-pin safety. 

Not only was I very impressed with this new Colt Model 
1911Al pistol, but so was Gunsite . In fact, Buzz and Young 
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were so impressed with it that they decided to use the basic 
design as the foundation for a new Gunsite Pistol. After run
ning the idea by Keys an agreement was reached, and the 
Colt Gunsite Pistol (CGP) project was on its way. 

I just happened to be taking another course at Gunsite 
when the new pistol was being discussed, and with me was 
another Colonel, Lt. Col. Robert K. Brown, USAR (Ret.), 
Editor/Publisher of Soldier Of Fortune Magazine. When 
Brown asked me to cover the new pistol for SOF, I readily 

(top) Along with all the custom features most would want in a per
sonal protection pistol, the CGP comes with the famous Gunsite 
Raven logo and a special serial number range. Note the slim-line 
walnut grips. (right) Blade Tech's Custom Kydex Gunsite holster 
was a perfect mate for the CGP. It was tested with the Instructor 
Belt from Wilderness Tactical. 
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Upon being solicited for suggestions for custom features of 
the new Gunsite Pistol by Young, I found that about everything 
that came to mind had already been thought of, and I think 
that made both of us feel pretty good. I saw pre-production 
samples of the new pistol at Gunsite's booth at the NRA Show, 
in Reno, Nevada, in April 2002, and they were impressive. 

In Late September, I finally received a sample of the Colt 
Gunsite Pistol to test. Per Brown's instructions, the pistol I 
received to test for SOF is his, and since he got in on the ground 
floor, this Colt Gunsite Pistol bears serial number CGP0007. 

A no-nonsense combat I91I .45, the Colt Gunsite Pistol is 
nonetheless a work of art. Beginning at the front end, the CGP 
comes with a Novak front sight that is both dovetailed and 
pinned to the slide (a Novak innovation). Having a fitted bar
rel and bushing, the muzzle is slightly enlarged a la National 
Match specs, but not to the point that a bushing wrench is 
required for fieldstripping (a Gunsite requirement). 

Just behind the muzzle, the slide has retraction serrations 
that are angled and spaced exactly like those at the rear of the 
slide. Not merely for decoration, these serrations allow the 
condition of the pistol to be checked without putting one's 
finger in front of the muzzle (the old way). With this new sys
tem, one has only to lower the thumb safety and then, while 
gripping the pistol, with the index finger OUT of the trigger 
guard, retract the slide by grasping its forward serrations 
from underneath with the support thumb and fingers. The 
slide is retracted just enough for the trigger finger to enter 
the ejection port to feel the presence of a cartridge as it is par
tially extTacted from the chamber. This system works well for 
virtually all hand sizes. 

In addition to having a chamber reamed close to match 

Caliber: .45 ACP 
Muzzle Velocity: 850-1,200 fps 

Operation: Browning short-recoil, single-action, semi-automatic 
Barrel Length: 5 inches 

Overall Length: 8.25 inches 
Weight: 38 ounces 
Safeties: Positive thumb safety & grip safety 

Feed Device: 8-shot magazine (2) furnished 
Sights: (front) Novak dovetailed combat blade 

(rear) Novak LoMount 
Grips: Slimeline checkered American walnut 
Finish: Matte blue 
Price: $1,600.00 

Black Hills 185 gr. JHP 1043 fps 

Federal 200 gr. EXP-FMJ 956 fps 

Winchester 230 JHP 864 fps 

2.66" 

3.02" 

2.49" 

2.87" 

3.21" 

2.71" 2.63" 
Five Hand·Held, 5-Shot, 25·Yard Groups Using ProChrono LE. Elev: 7000', Temp: 76' , Humid: 32% 

A/tough it shot slightly left for Johnston, this 25 yard 5-shot group 
illustrates (above) what the Colt Gunsite Pistol can do on one of 
Brown's favorite targets. (left) Along with its special Colt Gunsite 
Pistol markings, this custom combat 1911 features genuine 
Novak LoMount Sights. As with any 1911 pistol, it is best carried 
cocked- 'n '-locked. 

specs, the barrel is also totally throated and also has a center 
channel to help guide the bullet into the chamber. The ejec
tion port is lowered and flared as has been the vogue for sev
eral decades. Originally done to prevent empty brass from 
being dented, this process is now done even more for appear
ance. At the rear of the slide sits a genuine Novak loMount 
Rear Sight. 

A custom Commander-style hammer, high-performance 
sear and trigger compliment the internal parts of the pistol, 
and on the frame is an extended thumb safety and a well-fit
ted beavertail-style grip safety with a hump on the bottom 
portion. In addition to two weighted 8-shot magazines, a flat, 
checkered mainspring housing and a beveled magazine well, 
and vertically grooved front strap pretty well complete the 
metal work of this custom Colt. The only things left are its 
markings, finish, and grips. 

On the left side of the slide is roll marked COLT GUN
SITE PISTOL and at the rear is the traditional rampant Colt 
logo. On the right side is stamped Colt Government Model 
with the Gunsite Raven logo. With the exception of the bar
rel, trigger, and the sides of the hammer, all parts of the CGP 
are finished in a fine matte blue. Just as special are its ultra
thin walnut grips, that are shallow-checkered in the tradi
tional large-diamond pattern. 

Continued on page 80 
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Ready Ta ""Gi11e 'Em Hell!'' 
Continued from page 47 

nomenal "real-time" bomb damage 
assessment as Swords-men come off tar
gets and head back to the carrier. Davis 
says the F/A-18 community has bought 
a similar system, but it's not in the fleet 
yet. With VDIGR and LANTIRN, a 
laser-guided targeting system, the 
Tomcat has some new teeth. 

Rear Admiral John Stufflebeam, 
commander of Carrier Group TWO and 
the Truman Battle Group, says VDIGR 
gives targeteers instant bomb damage 
assessment. 

"Boomer," as the Old Man is known 
in the F-14 community, says his bat
tle group is ready for whatever lies over 
the horizon. Stufflebeam, who before 
taking command of CCG 2 was Deputy 
Director for Global Operations in the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. He was the JCS 
point-man during the war in 
Afghanistan, giving daily briefings at 
the Pentagon. Although he doesn't 
know when or where his battle group 
will be called upon to strike a blow for 
freedom, Stufflebeam reminded SOF 
that every battle group going to sea 
since Nine-Eleven has sailed into 
harm's way - and into combat. 

Like the Admiral, his old Naval 
Academy classmate, the captain of the 
Truman, doesn't know where this 
deployment will take HST, but Michael 
Groothousen says the 5,500 men and 
women under his command are ready. 

"I can take these four-and-a-half 
acres of sovereign U.S. territory, and 
touch almost seventy percent of the 
world's population," said Grootehoosen 
as he sat in his chair on the bridge. 

As I left flag country and heackd 
down a dimly lit corridor to my state
room, the Captain came on the ship's 
public address [PA] system after 
evening prayers. 

Groothousen thanked the crew for 
going beyond the call of duty that day, 
whether it was shooting 80 aircraft off 
the deck or washing more than 18,000 
dishes in the scullery. As he does every 
night since he's been aboard HST, 
Groothousen again closed with his sig
nature signoff. 

"Keep your heads on a swivel, and 
continue to "Give 'Em Hell," a refer
ence to the Truman's battle flag flapping 
in the breeze above "Pri-Fly." 

Dale B. Cooper will file further war
preparation articles in upcoming issues 
ofSOF. ~ 

WINDRUNNER™ 
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ENGAGE LONG DISTANCE TARGETS WITH CONFIDENCE. 
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DEPLOY IN 30 SECONDS. 

EDM ARMS. PROUDLY OFFERS THE 

ULTIMATE SNIPER RIFLE IN 3 CALIBERS. 
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.408 CHEYTEC 
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THE KUSA WER-SUIT: 
Bringing The Ghillie Into The 21st Century 

BY DAVID M. FORTIER • PHOTOS BY EMILY K. NI CKERSON 

Times have changed substantially since H.W. McBride 
knocked off the Kaiser's best, using a .303 Ross straight
pull sniper rifle topped with an offset scope. Today's 

snipers are better equipped and deadlier than ever. However, 
one area where things have stagnated is in the area of cam
ouflage. To be truthful, the ghillie suits in use today aren't 
much more user-friendly than those canvas-and-burlap units 
employed during the Great War. One person who has recog
nized this stagnation and decided to do something about it is 
Chuck Underwood of KUSA Ghillie Camouflage. 

Hailing from Tennessee, Chuck is a man very close to the 
earth. A former Marine, who also served in an Army LRRP 
unit, he felt what was needed was a more user-friendly 
ghillie. His main contentions with a conventional suit were: 

1. You're either wearing it or you're not. 
2. Having to strip down to your shorts to put it on or 

take it off. 
3. Their weight/drowning hazard. 
4. Their bulk. 
5. How hot they are in use. 
6. Inaccessibility to gear. 
7. Being made on BDUs is "old technology" that could 

be improved. 
After building several hundred ghillies by hand and using 

them extensively, Chuck designed something entirely new. 
Called the WER-Suit (Wer is Old English for man, just as 
Ghillie is Gaelic for man) it's a substantial change from the 
traditional ghillie in both concept and fabrication. Instead of 
being a garment that you wear, the WER-Suit is a modular 
unit worn as a backpack or attached piggyback to an opera
tor's pack. The unit consists of a rectangular piece worn on 
the back via padded shoulder straps. This piece features a 
pouch for a Camelback hydration unit and nylon ALICE-style 

webbing attaching points, for pouches and extra gear. 
The heart of the system, though, is a modified ghillie con

tained in a roll on the back of the unit. This consists of a 
nylon-mesh netting, to which ghillie material and/or local 
vegetation may be easily attached. Included is an integral 
belt, skid-plate chest covering, face/rifle scope veil, and 
elbow/knee pads. To deploy, one simply unbuckles two 
straps, which allows the unit to unroll. You then pull the 
skid-plate chest covering over your head, fasten the waist
belt and attach the skid plate to it, and fasten the kneepads. 
It takes less than one minute to deploy, and provides full cov
erage in the prone position. 

I evaluated one of KUSA's WER-suits recently during a 

In use, the KUSA WER-Suit effectively broke up the outline of the 
operator. Notice how in this picture his uncamouflaged rifle jumps 
right out at you - but he does not. 
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A new concept in ghillies is KUSA's WER
Suit, worn like a pack (1 ). The innovative 
design allows the ghillie to be rolled-up 
out of the way (2). Thoughtfully, the base 
unit is designed to accept both a hydra
tion unit, like a Came/back, and extra 
gear such as a Recon buttpack from 
Eagle Industries. To deploy, an operator 
merely reaches back and unfastens two 
buckles allowing the unit to unroll (3). 
The operator then swings the chest skid 
plate (not shown) over his head and 
buckles the waist belt. Finally, the unit is 
attached to the operator's legs (4). This 
can be done simply as shown with the 
lacing, or an operator can easily add web 
straps. It takes less than a minute to 
deploy and secure the WER-Suit. Here's 
a rear view after the addition of some 
local vegetation (5). 

law-enforcement-only Advanced Tactical Marksman 
Observer course at SIG Arms Academy. My objective was to 
not only evaluate it myself, but to also gain input from both 
the instructors and officers attending the course. Testing was 
performed both in the field during stalks, as well as on the 
range. 

During testing I evaluated the WER-Suit for nine prima
ry factors: 

1. Weight: I feel that marksman/observers should be light
ly equipped, to remain as mobile as possible. Here the WER
Suit scored high with a weight of only 3-5 pounds. 

2. Bulk/Portability: A ghillie that will not fit into anything 
smaller than a duffle bag will see limited, if any, use. Here the 
WER-Suite also scored high, as it measures only 12 x 9 inch
es rolled up. 

3. Heat: A sniper exerting himself in a stalk or in direct 
sunlight while in a heavy burlap ghillie will dehydrate and 
fatigue faster than one in a lighter/cooler ghillie. This can 
affect both his ability to collect data as well as making a pre
cision shot. Here the WER-Suit did well due to its mesh-net
ting and loose-strand camouflage, however, there is no such 
thing as a cool ghillie. 

4. Snagability: If you have to walk through the woods in 
your ghillie to get to a jumping-off point to begin your stalk, 
you don't want it to snag on every bush and limb you pass. 
Here the lack of overly long strands of burlap came in handy, 

and the WER-Suit did well moving through heavy cover. 
5. Accessibility to Gear: It's important for a sniper to be able 

to easily retrieve any needed items from his pockets without 
any unnecessary movement. I was able to retrieve items from 
both my pant's bellow pockets and jacket pockets, without 
much effort, while prone, with the WER-Suit. With the skid 
plate on, you simply access your jacket pockets from the side. 

6. Versatility: Here the WER-Suit scored extremely high. 
As the netting with the ghillie material attached is not sewn 
directly to the mesh of the base unit, it can be removed. This 
allows an operator to easily swap out his camo for another 
set-up, more appropriate to the locale where he'll be operat
ing. Also, the WER-Suit can be used in conjunction with cold 
weather or rain gear. 

7. Comfort: If it's uncomfortable you're probably not going 
to use it. Rolled-up on the back the unit carried comfortably. 
It did take me using it a couple times to personalize it to my 
liking. In doing so, I did away with the skid plate and 
kneepads. A simple matter, they come right off. After that I 
was good to go. 

8. Effectiveness: A ghillie, like most gear, is simply a tool 
an operator must know how to properly employ for best 
results. That being said, the WER-Suit was extremely effective 
in the field without cursing you with the "Sasquatch" look. 

Continued on page 68 
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The Finest Eagle Rings 
of The United States 

Sentry 

Heavy in weight, extreme in detail and of the highest 
quality. These solid handcrafted rings are beyond 

comparison. 25 different patriotic, historic and military 
models to chose from. Made in the U.S. & 100% guar
anteed by me - Mike Carroll 

I Silver: S99 & S129 Gold: S350·1DK, S475·14K, S675·1BK I 
Call or Write for Free Brochure 

847-821-1333 
Mike Carroll - The Carroll Collection 

16144 Port Clinton Road, Prairie View, IL 60069 

www.carrollcollection.com 

ArlktU!No 
P.O. Box 234 
Middletown OH 4 
(513) 422-6181 

M-F 10-6 EST 
www.arktisusa. 
sales@arktisusa.com 
International 

Airlkdf Ud 
3 Brookside Units 
Venny Bridge 
Exeter, Ex4 8JN UK 
(44)-0-1392-201614 
www.arl<tisltd.co.uk 

BUSIRll8 

11211 Ventura Bl #297 
Studio Cltv CA 91604 

www.bushrau.com 

lllllllllllllla11-a10-9&14 
Ghillie Suits -Rifle Covers -Kits 

•Tactical Weatherproofs 
•Load Bearing Vests, 
Chest Rigs &: Hybrids 

•Sniper Gear 
•Fire-Retardant Thermals 

•Medic Gear 

SOF Pro11ing Ground 
Continued from page 67 

9. Quality: The last thing anyone 
needs to do is throw money away on 
poorly made junk. Here the WER-Suit 
scored extremely high. It's both 
extremely well-made and manufactured 
from high-quality components that will 
last under hard field use. 

My course was in November, and as 
SIG Arms Academy is located in rural 
New Hampshire, the WER-Suit I uti
lized was set up predominately brown. 
Spying it, our assistant instructor came 
over and started fiddling with the unit's 
burlap. 'That's perfect, the way the 
burlap is shredded; impressive," he 
said as he pawed it over. During the 
short time we were given to prepare for 
our first stalk I unrolled the WER-Suit 
and proceeded to attach local vegeta
tion. This can easily be done by simply 
weaving it into the unit's netting or by 
attaching with plastic zip ties. When 
put to the test crawling through a field, 
I was able to get within 70 yards of an 
observer scanning with optics before 
taking my shot. Both our Instructors 
were quite impressed by KUSAS WER
Suit and its actual effectiveness. 

OK, it's a good unit, but what about 
the price? A base unit, without camou
flage, retails for $297.00. A camouflage 
kit to complete it retails for $282.00. A 
ready-to-go WER-Suit retails for 
approximately $I,OOO.OO. 

The WER-Suit is an in teresting 
evolution of the ghillie suit. After 
using it, I can say it's a neat, squared
away unit that allows an operator to 
have a rolled-up ghillie , hydration 
unit, Eagle Industries' Recon buttpack 
and other gear all in one convenient 
self-contained package. It's well 
thought-out, lightweight , and pro
vides effective concealment. 

David Fortier is a frequent contribu
tor to SOF. ~ 

CONTACT SHEET 
KUSA 

5600 Moody Sawyer Road 
Hixson, TN 37343 

423-870-3345 

Beretta U.S.A. Corporation 
17 60 I Beretta Drive 

Accokeek, MD 20607 
(30 I) 283-2191 

arl<tisltd@aol .co:.::m'..:.-___ ---•• 
(Sako TRG-22/42 Sniper Rifles, Accessories) 

www.beretta.com 
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The Right Stuff 
And Lots of Ill 

-
For years , BlackHawk has billed its line as the "world's finest 

tactical nylon" - but the new 2003 catalog promises "The World's 
Finest Tactical Gear," which more accurately describes their com
prehensive line of top-quality products for military, police and gen
eral outdoor applications. From packs, pouches, padded cases and 
travel bags, to battering rams, breaching tools , belts and balaclavas; 
from helmets and holsters to hydration systems, from slings and 
scope protectors to slash-resistant gloves and jump packs - if 
you're in the profession, BlackHawk's new catalog has what you 
need. Quality, selection and mission-specific variety make the 
BlackHawk catalog of tactical gear an item of equipment in itself. 

For further information on the new 2003 BlackHawk catalog 
and the dealer nearest you, contact BlackHawk Industries, Dept. 
SOF, 1133 Executive Blvd. , Chesapeake, VA 23320; phone: 800-
694-5263 or 757-436-3101; on the web at: www.blackhawkin
dustries .com . 

Top-Quality Binos 
from 1.0.R. Valdada 

BY DAVID FORTIER 

TuE BlACKll.\\Vl." 2003 
Fm.l !.!NE PooDOCTCU:UOG 

In addition to riflescopes, the Romanian optical firm of 
1.0.R. Valdada also has an extensive line of armor-coated 
military-grade Porro-prism binoculars. This line ranges 
from compact 8x21s all the way to full size 10x50s. For 
testing we picked a pair of their 10x40s. For serious field
use, this is good compromise providing high-magnifica
tion without getting too bulky, and is a nice step up from 
my favorite size, 8x30s. This model is available with 
either a durable black or olive-green finish on all-metal 
parts, and ribbed rubber armor. We chose a green rather 
than "target indicator black" model for testing. Its mark
ings and adjustment scales were well-executed in an easy
to-read size, in white. It came with attached objective lens
covers which house amber lens filters, an ocular lens 
cover, an adjustable green-nylon neck-strap, and well
designed rubber pupillary eye-guards. Focus adjustments 
are made independently at eaeh eyepiece. In the hand, the 
Valdadas feel very good. The rubber armor is comfortable 

and insulates the hands well during cold-weather use. The 
ribs allow a secure purchase even with wet, muddy, 
sweaty, or oily hands. The rubber eyecups are very com
fortable and hug the orbital ridge and cheek, minimizing 

Continued on page 81 
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My First Fast Fifty: Nam Can, 1970 
Ijust received my December issue 

with Robert Bruce's article on the 
new FN M3M Pintle Weapons 

System. Mr. Bruce may be surprised to 
know that I used a version of the M3M 
almost 32 years ago, against the VC. 

In 1970, I was a second-class gun
ner's mate attached to Mobile Support 
Team Two, Detachment Charlie. We 
were based at Nam Can on the Ca Mau 
Peninsula, as part of Operation SEA 
FLOAT/SOLID ANCHOR. Our prima
ry job was to run the boats that insert
ed and extracted the three Navy SEAL 
teams and one UDT detachment. 

Lieutenant Richard Dill's Golf 
Platoon of SEAL Team One captured a 
VC weapons cache. In that cache was 
an AN-M3 .50 Browning machine gun. 
I told Lt. Dill that if he'd donate the 
gun to me, I thought I could get it 
working to the point where we could 
use it on our boats. After he found out 
that the M3 was capable of 1,050 to 
1,150 rounds per minute, he agreed to 
let me try. 

No one had a clue as to where the 
AN-M3 gun had come from. However, 
it did not have the can-shaped recoil 
buffer between the rear of the barrel 
jacket and the front of the receiver, 
and that meant that it hadn't come 
from an XM-14 gun-pod. This gun 
must have come off a shot-down T-28 
or B-26K because it still had the trun
nion adapter for aircraft mounting. 

Anyway, I got to work. 
Fortunately, the base armory had 

enough .50 parts to build a Ma Deuce 
(if you had a receiver). I kept the AN
M3 top-cover assembly, bolt-assembly, 
barrel-extension and oil-buffer body. I 
replaced the AN-M3 rear pneumatic 
buffer with the AN-M2 back plate, and 
replaced the AN-M3 oil buffer with an 

70 

AN-M2 filled with PLS oil. I installed 
an AN-M2 trigger bar and timing nut 
in place of the AN-M3 trigger bar. I fit
ted the receiver with AN-M2 front and 
rear sights. My hybrid was done. 

I then badgered our detachment 
OIC to take the boat out for a test-fire. 
We did this about three times. I had to 
fiddle with the headspace and timing 
on the hybrid , but I got it running. It 
was a good thing that I did. 

When our sister Detachment Bravo 
turned-over, we decided to show their 

The hybrid .50 
let out a 

throaty roar 
and ate half of 
my 426-round 
box of ammo in 

one burst. 

My converted A/N M3 aircraft .50 machine gun 
on the starboard weapon mount of the MSSC. 
Note the ammunition-feed arrangement: We 
used bungee cords and nylon line to hold the 
ammo boxes to the outside of the boat. This is 
a 426-round ammo box for .50 ammunition. 
Just visible to the right is a box for 7. 62mm 
ammo for the M60. The ballistic nylon, vinyl
covered "flak blanket" is laced to the inside of 
the boat's interior. Underneath the flak blanket 
were ceramic armor tiles. new OIC our operations area. We took 

-.----:::------, E' our Medium SEAL Support Craft 

The XM-14 gun pod with its cover removed to 
show the AN-M3 .50 (aircraft) machine gun 
installed. Note the can-shaped recoil buffer 
between the end of the barrel jacket and the 
receiver. Our captured gun did not have this 
feature. The prominent pneumatic recoil-buffer 
is visible at the rear of the receiver as are the 
gun 's lack of sights. These are distinguishing 
features of the AN-M3. 

~ (MSSC) west on the Song Cau Lon to 
::; Square Bay and the Gulf of Thailand. 

After pointing out the items of 
interest, we headed back to SOLID 
ANCHOR. 

Most of the banks along the Song 
Cau Lon had been defoliated back to 
expose a barren, muddy swamp. The 
dry season had just begun, so the mud 
had hardened to near-concrete. The 
treeline was at least 600 yards back 
from the river's edge. As we sped along, 
I had my left hand on the triggers and 
my right arm draped across the rear of 
the .50 while I scanned the bank. 

Suddenly there was an eruption of 
earth and debris as a B-40 was 
launched our way. Fortunately for us, 
the rocket either had missing or dam
aged fins and it cart-wheeled about 10 
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Detachment Charlie's medium SEAL sup
port craft (MSSC) snuggles up to its 
Detachment Bravo sister at SOLID 
ANCHOR. The shorter AN·M3 is visible just 
ahead of the radar mast (side closest to 
camera). The longer barrel of the AN
M2HB .50 is visible to the right rear (point
ing up). The vulnerability of the MSSC alu
minum boarding steps is clearly shown. 
The LSSC (light SEAL support craft) is in 
the background. To the right and rear is 
what is left of the SEA FLOAT barges. The 
local Vietnamese stripped them of their 
plywood for building materials. These 
barges were used to rebuild Song Ong Doc 
(BREEZY COVE) after it was destroyed. 

feet over the top of our boat's engine 
covers. My .SO was pointing almost 
directly at the launch site and I hit both 
triggers immediately. The hybrid .50 let 
out a throaty roar and ate half of my 
426-round box of ammo in one burst. 
The rounds were on-target and we got 
no follow-up rockets. Our OIC was 
completely unaware we'd even been 
shot at; the engagement was over that 
quickly. He asked me what had hap
pened. I told him someone had shot at 
us with a rocket and I had splattered 
them with the .50. He then went back 
to conning the boat. 

My experimental M2/M3 hybrid 
worked for us . However, my problem 
was that I could not get any replace
ment barrels or replacement AN-M3 
parts if the ones in the gun broke. Lack 
of spares caused us to retire our hybrid 
AN-M3 to our ConEx box. 

By the way, Robert Bruce's article 
implies that FN had the bright idea to 
chrome-plate the bore of the .50 air
craft barrel and put in a Stellite liner to 
reduce chamber-throat erosion. Not so. 
The barrel on our AN-M3 was chrome
pla ted and Stellite-lined. I believe 
Springfield Arsenal (Springfield, 
Mass.) developed these barrels just 
prior to the Korean War for .50 aircraft 
guns. I do know that I've seen ord
nance instructions on how to reclaim 
the Stellite liners from shot-out .50 air
craft barrels. ~ 

The Current Mission 
Demands The Best. 
Do You? 
Soldiers fighting the war on terror 
deserve the best equipment money can 
buy. That includes their sleeping bags, 
proudly supplied by Wiggy's. The US 
Special Forces, Navy Seals, and the 
Australian Army all provide their troops 
with high quality sleeping bags 
from Wiggy's. 

Wiggy's Super Light System meets the stringent demands of 
military professionals across the globe. Compact, durable, 
and available wi th a lifetime guarantee, Wiggy's Super Light 
sleeping bags are today's choice for the professional solder. 

Make Wiggy's your choice, too. 

Wiggy's Inc. • P. 0. Box 2124 
Grand Junction, CO 81502 

1-800-748-1..827 
www.wiggys.com 

For more information about Wiggy's Super Lite sleeping bags, 
call toll-free today or see us on the world wide web. 
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Buy on line @ www.afmo.com 

Time for Boot 
Camp! 

• Combat Boots 
Goretex • Desert • Jungle 

• Premium boots for Military, Law 
Enforcement and Public Safety 

• Mens and Womens sizes 
from 1 to 16, All widths 

• Mil Spec Gear, 1 OO's of 
Brands "On Line" 
Good to Go! 

www.afmo.com 
800-282-3327 

Mention SOF and Receive 
10% Discount 

When in Texas visit our 2 Retail Stores: 

Hwy. 121 @ Harwood, Bedford, TX 
N. Central Exwy. @ Beltline, Richardson, TX 
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I 

One of SOF's all-time best-selling I-shirts 
is bock. Due to popular demand, we 
have reprinted the shirt that shows the 
Rhodesian Army recruitment poster form 
the 1970s. Printed in black and red on 
white quality 50/50 shirt. 

$15.00 
Eac/J PLUS $4 S&H for first shirt; 

add $1 S&H for each additional shirt. 
Specify design & shirt size: 

Sizes: M • L •XL XXL (add'I $2 .00) 

Send Check/MO/MCNisa To: 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
5735 Arapahoe Ave ., Ste . A5 

Boulder, CO 80303 
Order Online: www.solmag.com 

Sauage' s JlccuTrigger 
Continued from page 51 

improved tang-mounted manual safety, 
this Model llO LEI was just like any 
other before it, with steel pillars mold
ed into the stock through which both 
stock bolts passed. However, the 
AccuTrigger I saw immediately set it 
apart, and this impression was repeated 
the first time I tried it. 

Using a center-mounted trigger safe
ty, the AccuTrigger cannot be pulled 
until this AccuRelease safety is 
depressed by the trigger finger, and in 
doing so, I could not discern that the 
safety was even present. All I could feel 
was my finger against the actual trigger 
after the AccuRelease had already been 
depressed. As set by the factory, the 
AccuTrigger broke at a clean 3 pounds, 
and this is what I would mandate for a 
law-enforcement precision rifle. 

After removing the rifle from the 
stock, I found it easy to adjust the trig
ger using the special tool furnished. 
This tool turns the trigger-return spring 
either clockwise or counterclockwise, 
to change the tension, instead of the 
engagement. It's simple and reliable. 

D.D. Ross Optical Plattorm 
Since my sample Model llO LE 

came without a scope base, I mounted 
an Optical Platform from D.D. Ross 
Company, of Ohio. Adopted by the 
USMC and U.S . Army for the M40A3 
and M24 sniper rifles , the Ross Optical 
Platform (ROP) is a one-piece Ml913-
style rail made from 4140 steel. 
Mounting on the standard receiver 
holes , the ROP has an integral lip , or 
lug, that drops behind the receiver ring 
to prevent any forward movement 
under recoil, even when using the heav
iest optic. 

Optics used on the ROP included 
the Bausch & Lomb 10x40mm Police 
Tactical Scope, a brand-new pre-pro
duction TASS ACOG scope from 
Trijicon, and the finest night vision 
scope in the world, the 4X Raptor, from 
Excalibur Electro Optics. Although our 
pre-production tritium/fiber optic pow
ered TASS ACOG was designed for the 
5.56x4Smm (.223 cal.) Ml6 and M249 
(Minimi) SAW, with an appropriate 
holdover scale for .223 bullets , it 
worked perfectly on the Model llO LE, 
and may be available with a .308 hold
over reticle. 

The B&L Police Tactical scope made 
100-yard targets perfectly clear, and the 
4X Raptor made pitch-dark surround-

ings look like high noon in July; its red 
cross-reticle standing out against the 
light green background. All the optics 
were mounted on the ROP using 
A.R.M.S. ThrowLever mounts. 

In shooting the sample Model 110 
LEl with the AccuTrigger, I found the 
rifle to perform just like other test and 
police-duty Model llO LEs I have shot 
over the years. With the B&L lOX 
scope and high-quality Match .308 
ammunition in a Lahti rest from 100 
yards, the rifle produced three-shot 
groups from 0.5'' to 0.8", and I found I 
could do just about as well using a 
Harris Bipod, thanks to the 
AccuTrigger's superb letoff. 

If you or your agency are in the mar
ket for a high-quality precision rifle 
that will perform as well as rifles cost
ing four times as much, check out the 
new Savage AccuTrigger. In addition to 
the Model llO LE, AccuTrigger will be 
available on all Savage varmint and 
heavy-barrel long-range rifles beginning 
in January 2003. For information, con
tact Savage Arms, Inc. , Dept. SOF, ll8 
Mountain Rd ., Suffield, CT 06078; 
phone: 800-23S-1821; or on the web at 
savagearms.com . 

Gary Paul ]olmston is a frequent con
tributor to SOE ~ 

CONTACT SHEET 
A.R.M.S. Inc., Dept. SOF 

230 West Center St. 
West Bridgewater, MA 02379 

508-584-7816 

Bausch & Lomb 
Div. of Bushnell Performance Optics 

Dept. SOF 
9200 Cody 

Overland Park, KS 66214 
913-752-3400 

D.D. Ross Co., Inc., Dept. SOF 
5672 Arlene Lane 

Medina, OH 44256 
330-725-3032 

Excalibur Electro Optics, Inc., Dept. SOF 
542 Kemmerer Lane 
Allentown, PA 18104 

800-797-2849 

Harris Engineering, Inc., Dept. SOF 
999 Broadway 

Barlow, KY 42024 
270-334-3633 

Trijicon, Inc., Dept. SOF 
P.O. Box 930059 

Wixom, Ml 48393 
800-338-0563 
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The Green Gates Of Hell 
Continued from page 34 

green rifle-caliber tracers now filling 
the sky around me from the AKs and 
RPDs, as well as the fewer, but far more 
fearsome, orange-red flaming golf balls 
of the AAA, seeming to arc toward my 
roaring steed, nearing the finish line. 
But I was in my "kill" mode - nothing 
but Hell itself would stop me from hit
ting the target when I went into that 
mode. 

A huge strobe light exploded inside 
the cockpit, completely blinding me! 
There was electricity in the air! I felt 
the plane rising in the white light, but 
couldn't see anything. We seemed to be 
floating, rising above it all. 

"So this is what it is like to die." I 
thought, almost dreamily. At that 
moment, I was convinced we'd taken a 
direct hit and were blown to oblivion 
- all I could see was white-yellow, 
completely dazzled. I was going into 
that famed Tunnel of Light - no pain, 
no feeling. 

It was silent. Nothing seemed to 
happen. Within a few seconds - a life
time at that speed so close to the 
ground - I could see again. We were 

about 50 feet higher, but straight and 
level. My hand must have frozen 
instinctively in the same position on 
the stick, keeping us from climbing or 
descending. But something blew us up 
higher than we started before the reli
gious, uplifting experience. Terry was 
silent for once. 

The target was directly under us, 
and l pickled the load away, my finger 
on the button for the requisite time as 
the small mines scattered under the 
plane - at Mach 1.1 and 75 feet! It 
took a few seconds for the load to 
empty out of the dispensers. I could see 
Gary's plane pulling sharply up and 
right, out of the valley, his load already 
clumped. The golf balls were following 
him now and reaching closer as the · 
gunners adjusted their aim to lead him. 

Terry was still quiet. I wasn't the 
only one in shock. 

I was pulling up and left a few sec
onds later, making sure I did not follow 
Gary's movements so I wouldn't be pre
dictable for the gunners. We were out 
of range within moments. I pulled up 
behind Lead, then alongside him as we 
roared out of the Valley of Death. 

A quick check, as I slid below and 
behind his plane, looking for holes, 
leaks, or other damage. Then I flew 

straight and level while Gary did the 
same for me. No damage. Another 
miracle! 

The weather closed in very quickly 
and we flew IFR back to Udorn through 
several monsoon storms, the cumulus 
clouds towering up 35-45,000 feet , 
with full anvil tops. We used up a lot of 
fuel dodging the worst of the storms, 
penetrating those we could not dodge. 

As we approached Udorn, my fuel 
was down to fumes. Both Gary and I 
declared emergencies to get on the 
ground fast and landed in near zero vis
ibility. When we shut down, we each 
had only a few hundred pounds of fuel 
- fewer than a hundred gallons per 
plane. It takes about 200 gallons to "go 
around" to make a second pass at the 
runway if you miss it the first time. We 
each knew as we made our separate 
approaches that there would be no sec
ond chance. But that is what made us 
fighter pilots - we all knew we had 
what it took to get down in bad times, 
or thought we did. 

"Idiots - Sorry, Intel People - ... " 
When we shut down, my "G" meter 

on the plane showed an "over-G" con
dition - we pulled far more Gs than 
the plane was designed to handle, 

BDDVARMDR 

PRTTDn 
Front and Bach Protection 

Includes Steel Trauma Plate 
~ 5RLE 9400.00 

UPS ln5UREO 5HIPPlnG 612.00 
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[IVILIAN * POLl[E *MILITARY 
"We believe that every law abiding citizen is entitled to 

the same protection as our police and military personnel." 
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Includes Steel Trauma Plate 
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UPS ln5UREO 5HIPPlnG 612.00 
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which we had to write up in the main
tenance records. But I knew I did not 
pull more than 6 Gs during all my 
yanking-and-banking - well within 
our G limits. It had to have been during 
the "white light." 

We went to debriefing. We did not 
tell the debriefers - usually the same 
intel people who briefed us on the way 
out - that we dropped their precious 
load at Mach LI and 75 feet, instead 
of 350 knots and 400 feet. It didn't 
seem important to share that informa
tion with the idiots -sorry, intel peo
ple - who wanted us to dump expired 
explosives somewhere unimportant, 
where over ten thousand angry people 
shot at us . 

Terry and I also did not talk at first 
about our religious strobe-light experi
ence, until Denny and Gary brought it 
up at debriefing. Gary had yanked his 
plane into a steep bank and both he and 
Denny just happened to look back at us 
as Terry and I disappeared in a huge 
muzzle flash. We flew at 25 feet off the 
deck directly into the muzzle of a 
130mm cannon just as the gunner 
apparently jerked the lanyard. We 
missed the shell by a millisecond.We 
were either ahead of the shell or 
between it and the gun muzzle. The 
muzzle blast blew our 40,000-pound 
F4 some 50 feet up , without damaging 
it, except for the "over-G" which proba
bly popped a few score rivets and pan
els and shortened the life of the plane. 
A 130mm cannon is a ground-to-ground 
heavy weapon certainly not 
designed to fire at moving planes! But 
the gunner must have seen us going 
toward his muzzle and took a chance. 
He came close. 

They really did throw everything 
they had at us, but I think I was the 
only man in a fighter plane to confirm 
being shot at - and nearly downed! -
by a 130mm artillery piece. 

I logged the mission at the squadron 
duty-officer counter later. 

"How was it?" someone asked. 
"Wampum. Waste of time." 
That said it all. 
"Oh. Sorry." 
I went to the "O" Club for lunch, 

then waited until the evening lists were 
posted for the next day's missions. I 
was listed as part of a five-ship flight 
early the next morning: Hanoi. 

Things were beginning to look up. 

Dana Drenkowski, now an attorney in 
California, is a longtime SOF Aviation 
Contributing Editor and is a Lt. Col. in 
the U.S. Army Reserves. ~ 
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. Circle Of Death 
Continued from page 41 

For the purpose of any long-term eval
uation of the prospect of war between 
Jew and Arab, it is vital to carefully 
examine all aspects of long-term Israel
Egyptian relations. Here perhaps, the 
most prescient observation was recently 
made by Ha'aretz, the leading Israeli lib
eral daily newspaper. It's a truism, it 
declared, that each time the Israelis react 
against a Palestinian strike or take a pre
emptive measure against that communi
ty, Jerusalem's leaders glance over their 
shoulders at Cairo's reaction. 

This was highlighted in August 
2001 , after a report that Egypt was con
sidering moving its armored 3rd Army 
into Sinai, was carried by all major wire 
services. Though later denied by Cairo, 
the move was symptomatic of a more 
militaristic trend that has a following 
throughout much of the region. 

The Associated Press reported on 
I !August last year that turmoil in 
Israel and Gaza threatened a wider 
Egyptian role, and that if Israel moved 
into Palestinian areas, Cairo would 
move its forces into Sinai. This would 
be a contravention of the peace treaty 
signed by both nations. Although 
Osama el-Baz; Egypt's top foreign poli
cy official said afterwards that Cairo 
had never contemplated the move, in a 
bitter diatribe he referred to "Israeli 
extremism" on the rise. 

Clearly, a radical dimension has 
crept into the Egyptian/Israeli dichoto
my in the past year and it is causing 
much worry to Washington. 

In Israel the imbroglio was under
scored recently in the Jerusalem Post 
under the headline "Egypt the New 
Enemy?" The writer, Arieh O'Sullivan, 
offered the challenge: "The army doesn't 
want to say it out loud, but behind closed 
doors the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) is 
changing its attitude about Egypt." 

O'Sullivan disclosed that the 
Egyptian Armed forces had made a deal 
to buy 10,800 rounds of 120mm 
smoothbore KEW-Al ammunition for 
its MlAl battle tanks. This was no 
ordinary purchase, he wrote: "It is the 
'silver bullet' of armor-piercing 
artillery, made of depleted uranium 
(DU) and said to be able to defeat any 
armor system on earth." 

He added: "Twenty years of 'cold 
peace' have never eliminated the deep
rooted insecurities and mutual distrust 
between the IDF and the Egyptian 
armed forces. While the treaty has 
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given the IDF some breathing space in 
its planning, the military has never 
taken its eye off our southern neighbor 
and war plans still call for a hefty 
reserve force to be set aside for dealing 
with Egypt, no matter where the con
frontation breaks out." 

Ben Lynfield, of The Jerusalem Post, 
had said earlier that " ... twenty years 
after the signing of the peace treaty, 
Egypt and Israel find themselves not so 
much in a cold peace, but, according to 
!)Orne, in a cold war." It is of note that 
the tank-round deal mentioned by 
O'Sullivan came after the U.S. adminis
tration last year agreed to sell Egypt a 
$3 billion arms package that included 
24 advanced F-16D fighter jets, 200 
more Ml Abrams tanks (to be assem
bled in Egypt) as well as a PAC-3 Patriot 
air-defense missile system. like Israel, 
Mubarak will use his annual U.S. aid 
package to pay for this hardware. After 
Anwar Sadat abruptly cut ties with 
Moscow and refashioned them with 
Washington, Egypt, over the years, has 
received more than $35 billion in U.S. 
aid (at the rate of $3 billion annually) . 
About 70% goes towards weapons. 

Barbed Words Followed By Arrows? 
Unquestionably, some harsh words 

are being traded in the Middle East. On 
6 August, Egyptian Foreign Minister 
Ahmed Maher launched an attack on 
the government of Ariel Sharon, label
ing it a "gang of assassins." "No civi
lized government who believes in the 
law can accept this kind of behavior," 
he said. Similarly, The Egyptian Gazette 
reported a month earlier that Israel's 
effort "forebodes a tense situation that 
will spin out of control and plunge the 
already volatile region into a vortex of 
anarchy and turbulence. " 

Mohamad al-Takhlawi became more 
personal when he wrote in the Egyptian 
magazine October, "that the Torah 
makes clear that quarreling and strife 
are among the foundations of what he 
called 'the Israeli personality. ' The Jew," 
he declared, "is a man of conflict who 
sows enmity with his hidden fingers 
throughout the world." Another com
mentator, Mustafa Mahmoud declared 
shortly before that, that "Satan worship 
is part of Judaism. " 

Anybody not familiar with the 
nuances of Middle East realpolitik 
might regard this comment as little 
short of war talk, though other recent 
Egyptian media portrayals equating 
Israeli leaders to Nazis and terrorists 
were possibly uncalled for. Nor was it 
as bad as calling Jews "descendants of 
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the Apes ," as was done not long ago at 
a U.S. rally sponsored by the 
Washington-based Council on 
American-Islamic Relations. 

Under normal circumstances, utter
ances like these shouldn't raise hackles. 
Everybody is aware that Arab journal
ists are not shy to voice colorful hyper
bole. At the same time, nobody wants 
another war. The difference this time, 
however, is that relations between 
Egypt and Israel are stressed. 

Egyptian analysts not only see little 
basis for a closer relationship between 
the two countries, but the prevalent view 
in Cairo is that both nations are now 
rivals for regional primacy. Also, they 
view a developing coziness between 
Israel and Turkey as a pertinent threat. 

Consequently, relations between the 
two countries have suffered. Of 22 fields 
of cooperation envisaged in the peace 
treaty that originally brought Israel and 
Egypt together, only agriculture has 
grown. Cairo even shuns cooperation on 
tourism. Until Jerusalem warned its citi
zens not to visit Arab countries last 
month, the place swarmed with visitors 
from the Holy Land. 

A significant insight as to how 
Egyptians think politically was provid
ed by a poll conducted last year 
throughout the country. Almost 1,400 
Egyptians were asked for their views 
about their country. Three-quarters 
funded by the Ford Foundation, the 
poll had some strategic overtones. 

While the sampling suggested opti
mism for the future, only a small pro
portion felt that the country would not 
be able to deal with a serious foreign 
military or economic threat exempli
fied by a possible suspension of U.S. 
military aid. Asked about the nation's 
ability to confront an Israeli military 
onslaught, the message that emerged 
was clear: 86.5% thought that Egypt 
was "very capable" of doing so. 

On the face of it, all these factors 
together make a prognosis for peace 
with Israel in the near- or medium
term unlikely. If anything, the percep
tion among the majority of observers 
in the region is that just about every
body to the east and west of Suez is 
preparing for war. 

Hizbollah's Hidden Threat 
With all the hype surrounding 

developments linked to Iraq, a much 
more serious and immediate threat on 
Israel's borders has been largely 
ignored: that of the Iranian-backed ter
rorist organization Hizbollah that is 
based in Lebanon. The Washington 

Institute for Near East Policy in a 
paper written by Dennis Ross and pub
lished last June refers to the Hizbollah 
conundrum as "The Hidden Threat. " 
He maintains that the group has 
become a major destabilizing force in 
the region because not only do they 
regularly launch rocket attacks into 
Israel with longer range Katyushas, but 
this armory has been supplement by 
Syrian 270mm rockets. 

Hizbollah, it should be mentioned, 
has been behind more attacks on Israeli 
soil in recent years than any other 
group. For now though, they attract lit
tle notice even though barely a week 
goes by without their leaders initiating 
more violence. 

The new Syrian rockets, Ross 
explains, are a serious escalation of 
border strife that goes back decades. 
Before, Hizbollah could only threaten 
the frontier areas adjacent to Lebanon. 
Now, however, they are able to hit the 
industrial areas below Haifa. 

Interestingly, Iran is also mentioned 
in conjunction with recent Hamas 
attacks inside Israel. Tehran, says Ross , 
is pushing Hamas hard to up the ante 
with more suicide bombings. He says: 
"As I heard from Israelis and 

"Snap-N-Lock" 
Legs fold 

forward or 

Palestinians, recent efforts by 
Palestinian authority officials to con
vince Hamas to stop terror attacks 
appeared to be making headway until 
this terrorist leadership got explicit 
instructions from their controllers out
side the country - with considerable 
Iranian pressure - to persist with 
bombings," declared Ross. He added 
that the same was true for Islamic 
Jihad, whose leader lives in Damascus, 
the Syrian capital. 

Nor is Jordan totally free and clear. 
News reports out of Amman recently 
spoke about the discovery of a cache of 
rockets at a Hizbollah-owned location 
in Jordan. Now there are fears that this 
fundamentalist group might try to open 
a new front to Israel's immediate bor
der, with these rockets. Either that, or 
they were intended to be smuggled into 
the West Bank from Jordan. It is to his 
credit that Jordan's King Abdullah 
raised his concern about growing 
Hizbollah activity in his country with 
President Bush, when the two leaders 
met earlier this year. 

Al ]. Venter's contributions have 
appeared in Soldier Of Fortune fo r near
ly 25 years. ~ 
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I 
Continued from page 10 

Perhaps instead of watching the Air 
Force struggle to keep our boys alive, 
he should be sending in artillery and 
trained troops such as us or the 10th. It 
seems to me that mountain troops 
know how to best fight in the moun
tains! I am not certain if any other reg
ular army units operate the Ml973 as 
well, I'm willing to bet the 10th could 
shake some loose and if they don't 
already, they should! Keep up the good 
work and God bless America. 

C.S. 

Loyal Reader Brian P. Dumas advises 
that the Regular Army also has some in 
inventmy, probably purchased for use in 
Alaska and/or Northern Europe. 

Early seeds of 9-11 

We are indeed on the brink of a tene
brous maelstrom. Mohammed Atta and 
Marwan al-Shehhi were not the only 
headliners to grace the Philippines. 

In Cebu from 1990 through 1995, 
Terry Nichols of Oklahoma City [in] 
fame, made numerous trips where he 
met with Ramses Yousef (the master
mind of the '93 bombing of the World 
Trade Center and founder of the south
ern Philippines-based Abu Sayyaf 
Group , an lslamist fundamentalist 
organization suspected of bombing, 
assassinations and other terrorist activ
ities). Nichols also met with Edwin 
Angeles , the co-founder of the Abu 
Sayyaf Group. Angeles was a deep pen
etration agent for the Philippine 
Department of National Defense, 
according to Angeles' wife upon her 
deathbed. She wanted to clear the 
record about her husband, who was 
working for the Philippine government 
and was assassinated when his cover 
was blown. This information was con
firmed in court papers from the 
Philippine Department of National 
Defense. Mrs. Angeles reported that 
her husband met with Terry Nichols 
every day for one week. They dis
cussed bombing government buildings 
in San Francisco , St. Louis , and 
Oklahoma. The Americans wanted 
instructions on how to make and 
explode bombs. Terry was told the 
funding would come from believers in 
Islamic revivalism in Pakistan, Saudi 
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Arabia and Afghanistan. 
Cebu was a hot spot for Muslim 

groups. The University where Marife 
Torres Nichols, Terry's mail-order 
bride, attended college was a well
known meeting place for such gentry. 

The reality is that we can no longer 
call the brotherhood between the 
American terrorists and Muslim zealots 
"imminent. " That was yesterday's word. 

Keep up the good reporting. 

Susan Moloughney Wernick 
Pennsylvania 

Political commissarsl 
In reading Dr. Tom 

Marks' analysis of 
FARC doctrine in 
Colombia, I'm remind
ed of something 
noticed in the recent 
movie K-19 , The 
Widowmaker (recom

mended, but with some reservation) , 
namely that it was evidently SOP in 
Soviet military units to provide the 
troops with instruction that was explic
itly political, to remind them periodi
cally, in other words, why they were 
being called upon to fight. (You might 
call that "brainwashing," or some such, 
but dig this) : 

In my own experience as a an enlist
ed person in the U.S. Air Force, on the 
other hand, there was never such 
instruction, for far as I can recall. What 
there was instead was "thank you" all 
the time, ahem, as though the "why" 
was supposed to be too obvious to even 
talk about? 

Yr. Man In Hollywood 
Charles R. Hockett 

Hmph! I lmew I should have gone in 
the Air Force. In the Regular Army, we 
didn't even get the "thank you." Your 
observation (and the film) was correct: 
All Soviet military units had Political 
Officers, whose dual function it was to 
propagandize the troops, and rat out any 
suspected of being less than enthusiastic. 
With the shaky merit of their political 
system and the mean level of education, 
such was probably necessary. And even in 
our own services, we don't think it hurts 
to wave the flag and remind the troops 
what they're fighting for - even though, 
fortunately for us, our wars have thus far 
been overseas where our troops can see 
the difference from home and what we 
have to fight to preserve. ~ 
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:rhe Colt Gunsite Pistol 
I I 

Continued from page 64 

As advertised, the trigger of our sample CGP broke at a 
crisp 4 pounds, and all controls worked perfectly. The pistol 
was also easily fieldstripped without tools. Judging from the 
fit of its barrel/slide/frame, I estimated that GCP0007 would 
shoot well within the range of combat accuracy at 25 yards. 
It did. 

Should you run out of ammo, Cold Steel's "Extra large 
Gunsite Folder" could get you out of trouble in a big hurry. 
Measuring 11 inches overall, this knife's 5" lock-back blade 
is razor sharp and half-serrated. Need l say more? OK, it's 
deeply etched with the Gunsite logo too. 

So what's with the serial number, 0007? I don't know if 
Brown requested this extremely low number, although I sus
pect he did, and I'm not sure what if any significance it has. 
Perhaps the colonel is a longtime fan of James Bond? After 
all, in addition to his military career, Brown has been 
involved in many other wars, conflicts, and international 
intrigue, all to restore and preserve freedom, but what about 

Not only did the pistol prove totally reliable with all .45 
ACP ammunition tested, but it also was able to put most 
hand-held 5-shot groups into 3 inches or the three zeros? Although this is the 
better. I also tried the new gun with an 
equally new light. This was a pre-pro
duction sample Executive Elite E2e 
Tactical Light from Surefire. Although 
small, this light illuminated all targets 
for proper identification at 25 yards, and 
made good hits possible in short order. 

Bladelech Kydex Holster 
Made exclusively for Gunsite by Blade

Tech Industries is a new Kydex holster 
and magazine pouch. Offered in a black 
weave-pattern, this rig also has the 
Gunsite Raven logo, and is as beautiful as 
it is functional. Blade-Tech's standard 
Kydex rigs are offered in several colors 
including camouflage. I wear a Blade-Tech 
Kydex rig with an Instructor Belt from 
Wilderness Tactical, and it's hard to beat. 

t:BN1At:1 SHEET 
Blade-Tech Industries, Inc., Dept. SOF 

3060 South 96th St. 
Tacoma.WA 98409 
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Cold Steel, Inc., Dept. SOF 
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Wilderness Tactical Products, Dept. SOF 
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Phoenix, AZ 850 I 5 
800-775-5650 

standard sequence at which the num
bering began, it looks RKB's attempt to 
one-up Bond? "Triple 0 Seven!" 
Hmmm, not bad. 

Whatever the case, Brown certainly 
selected a pistol that is heads above the 
.25 Beretta used by James Bond. 
Although not for everyone, the Colt 
Gunsite Pistol is out in front in terms of 
a personal-protection, combat-competi
tion, or an investment-quality firearm, 
and with RKB I'm sure it'll fill all three 
of these bills. For information on the 
Colt Gunsite Pistol and everything else 
Gunsite has to offer, contact Gunsite 
Academy, Inc. , Dept. SOF, 2900 West 
Gunsite Rd., Paulden, AZ 86334; 
phone: 928-636-4565; or on the web at 
www.gunsite.com . ~ 
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lateral light filtration. The hard-plastic 
objective lens-covers fit securely, yet 
are easily cleared for instant use. The 
amber lens filters are a nice touch. 

The optics of these 10x40s were 
simply outstanding. Depth perception 
is excellent, with a pronounced 3-D 
effect, a quality inherent in Porro
prism binoculars. Color rendition is 
neutral and acuity is excellent , with 
the most minute details visible. They 
also proved extremely bright during 
low-light testing, allowing me to see 
much more than was visible just with 
the naked eye - the mark of quality 
optics. To achieve this , each lens fea
tures Carl Zeiss' patented T-3 coating 
technology, consisting of fully multi
coating and an anti-reflex treatment to 

eliminate glare and maximize light 
transmission. Bright and crystal-clear, 
their low-light capability is truly 
impressive. One important aspect of 
binoculars that will be used for extend
ed lengths of time is their prism align
ment. Cheap , poorly made binoculars 
will quickly give the user a headache, 
due to slight internal misalignments. 
With these 10x40s, though, I was able 
to view through them for extended 
lengths with no discomfort. This incli
cates perfect alignment of the prism 
during assembly. Also, whereas com
mon civilian binocular prisms are sim
ply glued in place, 1.0.R. screws theirs 
in place for added durability under 
harsh conditions. 

While Porro-prism binoculars are 
bulkier and heavier than roof-prism 
designs, they are also inherently 
tougher. While there are lighter and 
handier binoculars out there, you will 
spend two to three times as much in 
order to match the image quality 
offered by 1.0.R. Optically, these 
Romanian binoculars are certainly 
upper-crust European. Tough and 
hardy with a long military heritage, 
these binoculars offer incredible value. 

Their 2.5-10x42 is an excellent 
scope that possesses handsome good 
looks, precise adjustments, and superb 
optics. Their new 6-24x50 is an impres
sive scope that clearly incorporates 
feedback from serious riflemen. 1.0.R.'s 
10x40 binocular, although a little 
heavy, is a fantastic optical instrument, 
especially when you consider the price. 
For more information, contact 1.0.R. 
Valdacla; phone: 970-879-2983; on the 
web at www.valdada.com. ~ 
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Cheerleaders, Put On Your Gas Masks 

Cheered on by a chorus of bloodthirsty TV, 
radio and newspaper savants - few of 
whom have ever worn a soldier suit - and 

equally unqualified politicians, also burning to 
take out Saddam, the Washington Warlords say, 
"Regime change in Iraq will be a cakewalk. " 

And for once these know-it-alls are right. 
Remember in 1991 when "the fourth most 

powerful army in the world" melted down after 
the first tank shot and surrendered to TV crews? 
Expect a replay when the bombs fall and our 
troops slash toward Baghdad. 

My concern is not whether our warriors -
thousands of whom are about to hook-up with tens of thou
sands more around the Persian Gulf, where they'll all remain 
on-hold until whenever, because politics is out-of-sync with 
the realities of war-fighting - are up for the job, but if their 
biological and chemical gear can adequately protect them. 
For it's a given that Saddam will try to splash our troops with 
every bio/chem weapon he's got before he's incinerated. And 
immediately after the first such attack, we'll just as surely 
dispatch nukes and do unto Iraq as we did unto Japan. 

Yesterday, I suited-up in a charcoal-lined Mission 
Oriented Protective Posture suit - MOPP - complete with 
M-40 protective mask, rubber gloves and rubber boots. 
While it was far from desert weather on my mock battlefield, 
I came away from being hermetically sealed in that space
wall,er suit at MOPP4 - the highest level of protection -
convinced our soldiers won't be able to function for long in 
any environment in this type of gear. 

My instructor, who'd spent hard-time at the Army's 
National Training Center at Fort Irwin, Calif., couldn't wait 
to tell me horror stories about the heavy heat-related casual
ties he'd observed during training exercises, when our 
troops were in MOPP 4 suits for only short periods of time. 
Scores of warriors now deployed in the oven-hot Gulf share 
this captain's righteous concern. 

While encased, I couldn't help wondering about perform
ing basic body functions like eating and evacuating, let alone 
kill-or-be-killed drills. How could our "Joes" and "Janes" 
function as tankers , cannon-cockers, riflemen, flight ground 
crews, medics or truck drivers in this cumbersome stuff? 

An old-pro warrior now in the Gulf says: "Having trained 
for years in MOPP gear, I can best describe life wearing it as 
being truly miserable. I've seen soldiers in excellent condi-

tion unable to move after a moderate level of 
exertion. Will it work for more than a few hours 
here? Right! And I'm the tooth fairy." 

Let's get a grip and find out what's really 
going clown: Why not send the war-pushing 
pundits, politicians, Pentagon big-wheels and 
service chiefs off for two weeks of fact-finding in 
Kuwait? 

The first week, the best experts going on 
bio/chem defense would train them. The second 
week, they'd be suited-up at MOPP 4, moved to 
an isolated section of Kuwait along the Iraqi 
border - close to the area where there's still 

350 tons of U.S. depleted uranium fired by us during Desert 
Storm - and for seven days they'd function as rear-echelon 
supporters, tasked with the vital bringing-up-the-rear jobs, 
and as frontline grunts, manning guns and tanks and con
ducting infantry battle maneuvers . While, of course, 
bio/chem weapons like the ones our intell folks say Saddam 
has - anthrax, smallpox, mustard and sarin gas, to name 
but a few - were sprayed in and around them. 

But, hey, we don't need to sweat these high-profile folks . 
They won't be guinea pigs like our Desert Storm troopers -
who've suffered more than 170,000 dead and disabled out of 
the 700,000 who served there because of top-brass derelic
tion of duty. 

This time around, they'll be as safe as our kids when they 
jump off. After all, the gear and the vaccines procured to pro
tect our soldiers from Saddam's vile weapons of mass 
destruction have been Pentagon- and Food and Drug 
Administration-certified as good to go. 

This testimony to our wonder gear could, and should, be 
broadcast live, straight from the test site to the American 
public - a top-rated TV reality show that would allow these 
VIP pols and pundits to get their war message out to a larg
er-than-ever audience share. 

At least for as long as they survived. 

http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's homepage. 

Send mail to P.O. Box 11179, Greenwich, CT 06831. 
Look for his new book, Steel My Soldiers' Hearts , 

(Rugged Land LLC, New York City). 
© 2002 David H. Hackworth ~ 
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